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Abstract
The MPEG-2 (Motion Picture Expert Group - 2) video compression algorithm requires fewer bits to
encode a simple and slow-motion video sequence than a complex and fast-motion video sequence of the
same length in order to achieve the same picture quality. If a combination of complex and simple video
sequences are compressed and multiplexed into one single MPEG-2 stream, lower video rates should be
allocated for simple and slow sequences to maximize the overall picture quality across all channels while
satisfying the fixed bandwidth constraint. This thesis develops two novel approaches - an empirical
approach and an analytical approach - for dynamic optimal bandwidth allocation, along with an accurate
theoretical rate-distortion function which is based on the probabilistic model of DCT (Discrete Cosine
Transform) coefficients and the model of the MPEG-2 quantization process. The empirical approach leads
to an empirical equal-quantization algorithm and an empirical equal-quality algorithm, which were both
implemented on the Comsat's DV2000 systems and evaluated in real time. The primary evaluation results
show that the empirical equal-quantization algorithm reduces the overall average quantization level of a
news sequence and a basketball sequence by 20% as compared to the equal bandwidth allocation using the
same total bandwidth of 5Mbits/sec; and the empirical equal-quality algorithm significantly improves the
overall picture quality of the same two video sequences compressed using the same total bandwidth. The
analytical approach leads to an analytical equal-distortion algorithm and an analytical equal-mquant
algorithm. Extensive software simulations show that both analytical algorithms can either reduce the
overall average MSE (Mean Square Error) distortion by 15% - 20% or decrease the total bandwidth
requirement of all input channels by 25% as compared to the equal bandwidth allocation.
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1. Introduction
To improve the efficiency of satellite transport, many independent MPEG-2 video transport bit-
streams are multiplexed into a single stream and sent over the satellite uplink. Because the
bandwidth of the multiplexed stream is constrained by the capacity of the transmission channel,
each bit-stream can only be allotted a portion of the available bandwidth. If many channels are
broadcasting at the same time and assuming that the content of every channel is chosen randomly
from the "universe of all video sequences" with equal probability, there are always certain numbers
of fast and highly detailed video sequences and certain numbers of slow and flat video sequences.
The MPEG-2 video compression algorithm, in order to achieve the same picture quality, requires
fewer bits to encode a video sequence which has simple scene content and slow motion than a video
sequence with the same length but complicated images and high motion context. In order to
maximize the overall picture quality across all channels while satisfying the bandwidth constraint,
lower bit rates should be allocated for simple and slow video sequences. Due to the dynamic nature
of the video source, an adaptive video rate allocation scheme has to be developed.
1.1 Thesis Overview
This thesis develops two independent approaches - an empirical approach and an analytical
approach - for statistical multiplexing of MPEG-2 streams. The empirical approach leads to two
statistical multiplexing algorithms that were designed and implemented on the current Comsat's
DV2000 digital video systems. The performance of the empirical statistical multiplexing systems
were evaluated in real time and compared to the a reference system - an existing equal bandwidth
allocation system. Despite of their overall good performance, the empirical statistical multiplexing
systems still have certain drawbacks due to the limited real-time statistical information of the video
source accessible at the current DV2000 systems. The analytical approach leads to two other
statistical multiplexing algorithms that were designed for the next version of Comsat's digital video
systems which provide more relevant statistics. The performance of the analytical statistical
multiplexing algorithms were simulated extensively using software and compared to the reference
system as well. Both the empirical and the analytical approach were developed in two stages. The
first stage is to accurately estimate the rate-distortion function - how the picture quality of a
compressed video sequence depends on the allocated bit rate. The second stage is optimal
bandwidth allocation for input video channels based on the estimated rate-distortion functions.
Chapter 2 explains the MPEG-2 video stream syntax, the basics of the MPEG-2 compression
algorithm, and the general structure of the current digital video encoder and multiplexer systems
that are relevant to this project. This chapter builds the physical background for further discussion.
Chapter 3 is the first stage of the empirical development - rate-distortion modeling. It first develops
an empirical rate-distortion model based on a set of known rate-distortion functions estimated
experimentally from many training video sequences. Then, it proposes two rate-distortion
prediction algorithms based on the empirical model.
Chapter 4 is the second stage of the empirical development - optimal bandwidth allocation. It first
describes the properties of an optimal bandwidth allocation by presenting the solution of a similar
text-book example. It then designs two empirical statistical multiplexing algorithms and explains
their implementation on the current DVT-2000 encoder and DVM-2000 multiplexer systems.
Finally, it describes the evaluation procedures of the real time statistical multiplexing systems and
presents the evaluation results.
Chapter 5 is the first stage of the analytical development - rate-distortion modeling. It first derives
a theoretical rate-distortion model based on the mathematical models of a video source and the
models of the MPEG-2 encoding process. It then proposes and evaluates a rate-distortion
estimation algorithm based on the derived model. Finally, it presents the experimental data to verify
the accuracy of the proposed model.
Chapter 6 is the second stage of the analytical development - optimal bandwidth allocation. It first
proposes two statistical multiplexing algorithms that are based on the theoretical rate-distortion
model developed in chapter 5. It then explains the software simulation procedures used to evaluate
their performances in detail. Finally, the simulation results are presented.
Chapter 7 summarizes and concludes of the entire project.
2. Basics Of MPEG-2 System
Because the development of statistical multiplexing is intimately related to the underlying video
compression algorithms and their implementation details, solid understanding of the fundamentals
of MPEG-2 compression algorithms and the current Comsat's DVT-2000 encoder and DVM-2000
multiplexer systems is essential to proceed any further. This chapter introduces the relevant
MPEG-2 concepts, terms and notations used in the later chapters. Section 2.1 describes the basics
of MPEG-2 video stream syntax. Section 2.2 explains motion compensation and DCT block-
transform based entropy coding which are the most important concepts of the MPEG-2 video
compression technology and are closely related to the rate-distortion models discussed in chapters 3
and 5. Finally, section 2.3 describes the general structures of the DVT-2000 encoder and DVM-
2000 multiplexer systems.
2.1 Basic Structure Of MPEG-2 Video Stream
The MPEG-2 standard defines a hierarchy of data structures in the video stream as shown in the
following figure [1].
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Figure 2-1 MPEG-2 data Hierarchy
A video sequence consists of a sequence header, one or more groups of pictures (gops), and an end-
of-sequence code. A group of pictures is a series of one or more pictures, intended to allow random
access into the sequence. A picture is the primary coding unit of a video sequence. A picture
consists of three rectangular matrices representing luminance(Y) and two chromanance (CbCr)
values. The Y matrix has an even number of rows and columns. The Cb and Cr matrices are one-
half the size of the Y matrix in each direction horizontal and vertical. A slice consists of one or
more contiguous macroblocks. The order to the macroblocks within a slice is from left-to-right and
top-to-bottom. A macroblock is a 16-pel x 16-pel section of luminance components and the
corresponding 8-pel x 8-pel section of the chromanance components. A macroblock contains four
Y blocks, one Cb block and one Cr block. A block is an 8x8 set of values of a luminance or
chromanance component.
2.2 Basics Of MPEG-2 Compression Algorithms
MPEG-2 coding algorithms achieve their compression goal by exploiting both the temporal and the
spatial redundancy [2], [3]. The temporal redundancy of a video sequence is the similarity among
its neighboring frames. The spatial redundancy of a frame is the high correlation among its two-
dimensional array of pels. Motion compensation is used to reduce the temporal redundancy. DCT
block-transform based entropy coding reduces the spatial redundancy. Both techniques are
described in the following two sections.
2.2.1 Exploiting Temporal Redundancy
Temporal redundancy results from similarity among adjacent pictures. MPEG-2 exploits this
redundancy by computing and coding an inter-frame difference signal called the prediction error. In
computing the prediction error, the technique of macroblock motion compensation is employed to
correct for motion. There are two types of motion estimation in MPEG-2, called forward prediction
and bi-directional prediction.
In forward prediction, a target macroblock (MB) in the picture to be encoded is matched with a set
of displaced MBs of the same size in a past coded picture called the reference picture. The MB in
the reference picture that best matches the target MB is used as the prediction MB. The prediction
error is then computed as the difference between the target MB and the prediction MB. The
position of the best matching prediction MB is indicated by a motion vector (MV) that describes
the horizontal and vertical displacement from the target MB to the prediction MB. Using values of
past coded MV's, a prediction motion vector (PMV) is computed. The difference MV-PMV is then
encoded and transmitted along with the pel prediction error signal. Pictures coded using forward
prediction are called P-pictures.
In bi-directional prediction, two pictures are used as the references, one in the past and one in the
future. A target MB in bi-directional coded pictures can be predicted by a prediction MB from the
past reference picture (forward prediction), or one from future reference picture (backward
prediction), or by an average of two prediction MBs, one from each reference picture
(interpolation). In every case, a prediction MB from a reference picture is associated with a motion
vector, so that up to two motion vectors per MB maybe used with bi-directional prediction.
Pictures coded using bi-directional prediction are called B-pictures. B-pictures are never
themselves used as reference pictures.
For both forward and backward prediction, the prediction error itself is transmitted using the DCT-
based intra-frame encoding technique as described in the next section. The motion-compensated
coded blocks are called the inter-blocks and the non motion-compensated blocks are called intra-
blocks. In MPEG-2 video, the MB size is chosen to be 16x16 pels - 16-pel x 16-pel section of
luminance components and the corresponding 8-pel x 8-pel section of the chromanance
components, representing a reasonable trade-off between the compression provided by motion
compensation and the cost of transmitting the motion vectors.
2.2.2 Exploiting Spatial Redundancy
The MPEG-2 video coding algorithms employ a DCT block-transform based entropy coding to
exploit spatial redundancy. This coding technique consists of three steps. First, a picture is divided
into 8x8 blocks of pels, and the two-dimensional DCT is applied independently on each block. This
operation results in an 8x8 block of DCT coefficients in which most of the energy in the pel block
is typically concentrated in a few low-frequency coefficients. A DCT block is denoted as M, and
M[I][j] is the i,jh frequency coefficient of the block M. Second, quantization is applied to the DCT
coefficients, which results in many of them being set to zero. A different quantization step size is
applied to each DCT coefficient which is specified by a Quantizer Matrix (Qmatrix) sent in the
video stream. Third, the 2-D quantized coefficients of each block are scanned into a 1-D array in a
zigzag order. After scanning, The locations and amplitudes of non-zero quantized coefficients are
entropy coded. Because the rate-distortion models described in chapter 3 and chapter 5 are
intimately related to the transform-based entropy coding technique; the following three subsections
describe Discrete Cosine Transform, DCT coefficient quantization, and zigzag scan and run-length
coding in detail.
2.2.2.1 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
The MPEG-2 uses a two-dimensional (2-D) eight point by eight point (8x8) form of the DCT. The
2-D DCT is a separable transform, which means that it is composed of separate horizontal and
vertical I-D DCT. The 2-D DCT is expressed as the following equation:
F(uv)=C ( C
y=O=O 16x=0
where u and v are the horizontal and vertical frequency indices, respectively, and the constants,
C(u) and C(v), are given by:
1 i1
C(u) = if u=O C(v) = if v=O
C(u)=l1 if u>O C(v)=l1 if v>O
The 2-D inverse Discrete Cosine Transform is expressed as:
f(x,y)= VC-.C- .F(u,v)cos[(2x + 1)- u ]cos[(2y+1)v- ]
u=Ov=O 2 16 16
There are two good reasons for using the DCT in MPEG-2. First, the DCT can achieve nearly
ideal decorrelation (the DCT coefficients are relatively uncorrelated) and energy compaction (the
largest amount of energy is concentrated in a few low frequency DCT coefficients). Second, the
DCT is a process for decomposing the data into underlying spatial frequencies which allows the
precision of the DCT coefficients to be reduced in a manner consistent with the properties of the
human visual system. This will be discussed in more detail in the next subsection.
2.2.2.2 DCT Coefficient Quantization
Before any quantization is performed, the precision defined for the integer DCT is 12 bits including
the sign bit. Quantization is basically a process for reducing the precision of the DCT coefficients.
The quantization process involves division of the integer DCT coefficient values by integer
quantization values. Since the response of the human visual system is a function of spatial
frequency, the precision with which each coefficient is represented should also be a function of
spatial frequency. In fact, the quantization schemes of the intra DC coefficients, intra-AC
coefficients, and non-intra coefficients are different from each other; and they are explained
separately in detail in the rest of this subsection.
Intra-coded blocks have their DC coefficients coded differentially with respect to the previous
block of the same YCbCr type, unless the previous block is non-intra, belongs to a skipped
macroblock, or belongs to another slice. In any of these cases the prediction value is reset to the
midrange of 1024. The range of unquantized Intra DC coefficients is 0 to 2040, which means the
range of differential values is -2040 to 2040. Intra DC differentials are quantized with a uniform
midstep quantizer with stepsize 8, 4, or 2, as specified in the Picture Header by the parameter
intra_dc_precision = (3-log2(stepsize)). Quantized Intra Differential DC Levels have a range
from -1020 to 1020.
Intra AC coefficients are quantized with a uniform midstep quantizer having variable step size that
can change every MB if needed under control of the parameter quantization_scale. For Intra AC
coefficient M[m][n] the quantization step size is given by: (2 x quantization_scale x
Qmatrixinm[m][n])/32 for m + n # 0; where quantization_scale (has integer values in the range
{ 1,...,31 }) is set by slice or MB Header, and Qmatrixin,[m][n] is the Intra quantization matrix
value for DCT frequency [m][n]. Qmatrix,,t can either be downloaded from the stream or set as
the default.
All non-intra coefficients are quantized in a similar way as Intra AC coefficients, except that the
non-intra quantization step size is given by: (2 x quantization_scale x QmatrixNjonina[m][n])/32=2
x QUANT. Where QmatrixNonInt[m][n] is the Non-intra quantization matrix value for DCT
frequency [m][n], and QUANT is half the stepsize. The quantizer is non-uniform with a dead zone
around zero. Thus, coefficient values should be shifted toward zero by at least QUANT prior to
dividing by 2 x QUANT when computing quantizer Levels. QmatriXNonntra can either be
downloaded from the stream or set as the default.
MPEG-2 allows for quantized levels to have a range of -2047 to 2047. This is enforced by clipping
after division by step size. However, clipping may cause unacceptable picture distortion, in which
case a better solution is to usually increase the step size.
2.2.2.3 Zigzag Scan And Run-Length Coding
Differential DC levels are coded as variable length code (VLC) size followed by a variable length
integer (VLI), where the VLC indicates the size in bits of the VLI. The remaining AC coefficients
or the DCT coefficients of the non-intra blocks are coded in a zigzag (qualitatively from low to
high spatial frequencies) order, which approximately orders the coefficients according to their
probability of being zero. Coding starts with the lowest frequency coefficient, and continues until
no more non-zero coefficients remain in the zigzag sequence. The coding of the block is then
terminated with the end-of-block code. Each non-zero AC coefficient is coded using the run-level
symbol structure. Runs refers to the number of zero coefficients before the next non-zero
coefficient; level refers to the amplitude of the non-zero coefficient. The run-length coding is used
to exploit the correlation among the DCT coefficients. Since runs of zero coefficients occur quite
frequently before the end-of-block, better coding efficiency is obtained when code words are
defined combining the length of the zero coefficient run with the amplitude of the non-zero
coefficient terminating the run.
2.3 Basic Structure Of The Current Encoder And Multiplexer System
2.3.1 DVT-2000 Video Encoder
The current Comsat DVT-2000 video encoder system consists five major modules: video input,
video compression, audio, system multiplexer, and modem. The video input module preprocesses
and converts the analog video signal (NTSC/PAL) into a digital format. The video compression
module compresses the digital video signal into an MPEG-2 video stream using a specified video
rate. The audio module compresses the input audio signal into an MPEG-2 audio stream. The
system multiplexer packtizes the compressed video/audio streams into packets and combines them
into an output transport stream. The modem module modulates the final transport stream for the
satellite uplink. Because this project only deals with video compression and input video signals are
assumed to be digital, only the video compression and system multiplex modules are relevant.
There are fourteen special micro-processors on the video compression board which performs the
video compression. The encoding process consists of six pipelined sequential operations: video
input (Vin), preprocessing (PRE), motion estimation(ME), rate control(RC), encoding(ENC), and
bitstream output(Bsout). Preprocessing has two independent stages operating on luma and chroma
data. The luma preprocessing performs spatial filtering, temporal filtering, activity measurements
and decimation. Motion estimation has two sequential steps. The first step performs a motion
estimation search on the decimated input against two reference fields. The second step uses results
from the first step and performs a full resolution search. The results are used by the encoding stage
for the macroblock type decision and motion vector generation. Rate control is a high level function
that consists of assigning a bit budget to each individual macroblock. It uses the activity
measurements from preprocessing and generates bit budgets for encoding. Finally the encoding
process consists of macroblock type decision, motion compensation, DCT coding, quantization,
variable length encoding, and reconstruction.
Therefore, the six sequential encoding operations can be categorized in two stages: the
transformation stage which consists of Vin, PRE, ME, and RC; and the encoding stage which
consists of ENC and Bsout. In the transformation stage, a time domain video frame is transformed
to blocks of DCT coefficients and associated motion vectors. During this stage, no information is
lost since the DCT coefficients alone with the motion vectors are just another (frequency)
representation of the pels (time domain representation). All the information contained in pels is
also contained in the unquantized DCT coefficients. During the encoding stage, the motion vectors
are coded using differential entropy coding. The DCT blocks are quantized, zigzag ordered and
run-length entropy encoded. The encoded motion vectors, DCT coefficients, and header
information are combined to produce the final mpeg-2 video elementary stream. The trade off
between video rate and the distortion is performed entirely in the encoding stage when the DCT
coefficient blocks are quantized.
Because the video compression hardware and software are all designed and produced by the
vendor, who keeps their design and implementation confidential, the only statistical information
accessible is a set of parameters (such as "picture_activity", "sum of quants", "vbv_fullness", and
"total_bits_used") produced by the video compression processors for every frame. The only control
over the video compression process is the video rate which can be changed either at the gop
boundaries or at the picture boundaries.
The main task of the system multiplexer board is to packtize and combine the compressed audio
streams and video stream into one output transport stream. The multiplexing is performed by the
encoder host processor - an 1960 Intel micro-processor.
2.3.2 DVM-2000 Multiplexer
The current Comsat DVM-2000 multiplexer system combines many MPEG-2 transport streams
into one single stream. The DVM-2000 multiplexer takes up to 12 independent MPEG-2 transport
streams. For every input channel there exits two links: the control link and the data link between
the multiplexer and the encoder. The data link is unidirectional that transmits the compressed
stream from the encoder to the multiplexer. The control link is bi-directional which transmits the
statistical information of the compressed video from the encoder to the multiplexer and the
allocated bandwidth from the multiplexer back to the encoder.
3. Empirical Rate-Distortion Model
This chapter develops an empirical statistical multiplexing approach which is a combination of
empirical rate-distortion prediction algorithms (this chapter) and equal distortion bandwidth
allocation algorithms (the next chapter). Based on this approach, the video rate of each channel is
adjusted at every gop boundary according to the predicted empirical rate-distortion functions of the
next gops, so that the expected distortions of all channels are equalized and the total bit rate is
under the budget. The empirical approach was designed and implemented on the DVT2000 encoder
and DVM2000 multiplexer systems.
Empirical rate-distortion prediction algorithms describe the rate-distortion relationship of the next
gop of video based on a set of relevant statistics estimated on the fly and a set of known rate-
distortion functions estimated off-line from many training video sequences that represent a wide
variety of image complexity and motion. Some primary experimental rate-distortion models and
prediction algorithms had been proposed, implemented, and evaluated. Because these simple
schemes worked reasonably well only for slow and moderately fast video sequences but not robust
for fast ones, it is essential to improve the existing rate-distortion models and prediction schemes so
that they can be integrated with the bandwidth allocation algorithms to produce efficient statistical
multiplexing algorithms.
This chapter first summarizes the previous empirical rate-distortion prediction algorithms and
points out their weakness in section 3.1. Based on the lessons learned from the previous work,
section 3.2 proposes two improved algorithms which are more accurate and robust. Section 3.3
explains a subjective video quality evaluation method applied in this research.
3.1 Previous Work
Previously, the rate-distortion function of the next gop was predicted in three steps. The first step
was to solve the rR problem (where 'r' is the video bit rate, 'R' is the bits distribution among the
pictures within a gop.) - figuring out how the allocated bits are distributed among the different
types of frames within the next gop. The second step was to solve the RQ problem (where 'Q' was
the total quantization level of a picture) - figuring out how the total bits used to code a certain type
of picture (I,P, or B) affects its quantization level. The third step was to solve the Qq problem
(where 'q' was the picture quality) - figuring out how the video quality of a gop is affected by the
quantization levels of its member frames. The 'rR' problem was simplified by assuming
r=R*frame_rate, i.e., the bits were evenly distributed among different frames. The 'Qq' problem
was simplified by assuming the picture quality was inversely related to the average quantization
level of a video sequence. Under these two assumptions, the 'rq' problem reduced to the 'RQ'
problem which could be solved directly.
The RQ relation was modeled experimentally by first gathering the RQ points - the average total
bits used per frame (R) vs. the average quantization level per frame (Q) of a gop; then using the
collected experimental RQ data sets of many different gops to make a simple RQ model. Since, In
general, the more bits used to encode a frame the lower the quantization level, the RQ relation was
modeled as Q=a+b/R, where 'a' and 'b' were the parameters which characterize the RQ curve. In
this model, Q was assumed to be linearly related to the inverse of R.
Three RQ relation prediction algorithms: RQ curve estimation algorithm, RQ curve detection
algorithm and the hybridized algorithm, had been proposed and evaluated. The estimation
algorithm estimated the RQ relation of the current gop by fitting the RQ points of both the previous
and the current gop into a Q=a+b/R type curve. The detection algorithm first classified all RQ
curves into four categories, then detected the RQ relation of the current gop by selecting one of the
four curves which was the closest (has the smallest minimum vertical distance) to the current RQ
point. The hybridized algorithm first detected one of the four RQ curves that was the closest to the
current RQ point; then it estimated a new curve by shifting the selected curve up or down (varying
b) so that the new curve passed through the current RQ point.
These rate-distortion prediction algorithms had been implemented and evaluated. Some of their
major weaknesses were identified as the following:
(1) It was very difficult to accurately model the RQ relationship of a gop of video and calculate a
reasonable distance measure if the I, P, and B frames were lumped together, because the I, P, and
B frames were compressed very differently from each other and had distinct rate-distortion
behaviors.
(2) The RQ relation prediction algorithms that used the nearest neighbor heuristic were not reliable,
since their decisions were likely to be erroneous when a RQ point fell into certain regions where
many RQ curves were closely clustered together.
(3) The assumption that the picture quality was inversely related to the average quantization level
of a video sequence did not always hold. Because of the temporal masking effect - a given stimulus
is harder to see in a very active block with very complex and strong spatially varying intensities,
and spatial masking effects - a given stimulus is harder to see in a high motion video sequence; a
sequence of complex and high motion video may look better than a sequence of flat and slow video
even if they have the same average quantization level.
(4) The primary rate-distortion algorithms were only based on four different video classes which
were not enough to represent all possible video sequences within any reasonable accuracy.
In summary, the most fundamental weakness of the previous approach was the lack of necessary
information to make an accurate RQ relation prediction. In fact, at every point of time only two
pieces of information were available: the current RQ point and the previously calculated and
classified RQ curves.
3.2 Empirical RD Prediction
Based on the lessons learned from the previous work, the following four modifications are made to
improve the four weaknesses spotted in the previous work respectively.
First, the characteristic function of every pre-identified video class is changed from one Q(R) curve
to three separate curves - Qi(R), Qp(R), and Qb(R), which model the rate-distortion functions of the
I, P and B frames respectively. The sufficient statistics of a gop is changed from one single (R,Q)
point (average bits used vs. average quantization level per frame) to three points (Ri,p,b, Q,,p,b). The
distance measure of the current gop to a pre-identified video class is the vertical distances of the
current (R,,p,b, Qi,p,b) points to the pre-computed Qi,p,b(R) curves of every class, instead of the
distance from the original (R,Q) point to the Q(R) curve. The motivation behind this modification
is the observation that: since the I, P or B frames are coded very differently, their rate-distortion
characteristics behave so differently from each other that they should be treated separately in order
to have an accurate rate-distortion model and calculate a reasonable distance measure.
Second, an interpolation technique is used in the new approach, instead of the nearest neighbor
based detection method used in the previous work. The motivation behind this modification is the
observation that: a nearest neighbor detection decision is likely to be erroneous when a RQ point
falls into certain regions where many RQ curves are clustered together. Since the interpolation
method weights its decision over all possible RQ curves, it averages out the risks. The details of the
interpolation technique are explained in section 3.2.3 and section 3.2.4.
Third, a new distortion measure - rated perceptual distortion - was also explored in the new
approach. At the current stage of research, the rated perceptual distortion has it own advantages
and disadvantages. Since, as the previous work has indicated, the quantization level does not
always reflect the actual perceptual quality of a compressed video due to the temporal and spatial
masking effects, the subjective perceptual quality is definitely a better candidate. However, it is
very expensive and time consuming to obtained a fairly accurate perceptual quality rating for a
video sequence (section 3.3). Since a video sequence has to be compressed and evaluated many
times at different bit rates in order to compile an empirical rate-quality curve, only a few accurate
empirical rate-quality functions can be pre-computed due to time and budget constraints.
Therefore, the overall performance of the prediction algorithm is likely to be degraded because of
the insufficiency of accurate sample curves. On the other hand, it is much easier to obtain an
empirical rate vs. quantization-level curve with sufficient accuracy for any video sequence.
Fourth, six new video classes which cover wide varieties of motion and image complexities were
selected based on a more quantitative measure so that they represent more video sequences.
After making the four modifications, two new empirical rate-distortion prediction algorithms: rate-
quantization function interpolation algorithm and rate-quality function interpolation algorithm were
designed. Both algorithms predict the rate-distortion function of the next gop by interpolating a set
of known rate-distortion functions. Except that the first algorithm uses the average quantization
level of a coded video sequence as its distortion measure, and the second algorithm uses the rated
perceptual quality as the distortion measure.
The interpolation technique used by both rate-distortion function prediction algorithms is based on
a distance/similarity measure that indicates how close (similar) is the current video sequence being
compressed to every one of the pre-identified classes based on a set of "sufficient statistics" (in a
rather heuristic sense) derived from the current video sequence. In the new approach, the distance
of the current gop to every pre-identified class is measured as distances of the current (R,, Q,), (Rp,
Qp), and (Rb, Qb) points to the respective rate-distortion curves - Q,(R), Qp(R), and Qb(R) of every
pre-identified class. Section 3.2.1 explains the details of obtaining the rate-distortion curves of the
pre-identified video classes. Section 3.2.2 describes the details of computing the distances. Section
3.2.3 explains the Rate-Quantization function interpolation algorithm. Section 3.2.4 explains the
rate-quality interpolation algorithm.
3.2.1 Empirical RD Model
The core of the new rate-distortion prediction algorithms is a set of empirical rate-
distortion (RD) functions of many pre-identified video classes. These RD functions are
estimated off-line. The detailed experimental procedures used to gather the set of rate-
distortion functions are explained in section 3.2.1.1. Some estimated sample rate-
distortion functions are shown in section 3.2.1.2.
3.2.1.1 Modeling Procedures
This section identifies 6 different video classes and computes their associated
"characteristic functions". The modeling process consists of the following five steps.
Step 1: Many training video sequences that have wide varieties of scene complexities were
examined and categorized into the following 6 classes defined below:
class0 (CO): Slow pan and simple motion in low-detail scene.
Two training video sequences from CNN news were selected for the first class. The first
video sequence had two men running down a street. The second video sequence had two
women walking into a bank.
class 1 (C1): Medium to fast pan and complex motion in low-detail scene
Two training video sequences from a testing tape were selected for the second class. The
first video sequence was a segment of a beach ball game. The second video sequence was
a segment of football game.
class2 (C2): Slow to medium zoom with new area in low-detail scene
Only One training video sequence was selected for the third class. This video sequence
was chosen from the motion picture "Indiana Jones". In this video sequence, the cameral
zoomed into old Jones' hand.
class3 (C3): Slow pan and uncovered area in low- to medium-detail scene
Two training video sequences were selected for the fourth video class. One video
sequence was chosen from a testing tape, in which two men were riding their horses down
a hill. The other video sequence chosen from CNN news was a segment of flower garden
show.
class4 (C4): Fast zoom with complex new area in medium- to high-detail scene
Only one training video sequence was selected for the fifth class. This video class was
chosen from a testing tape. In this video sequence, the cameral zoomed out of a hotel
roof.
class5(C5): Slow to medium pan and complex uncovered area in high- to very high-detail
scene
Only one training video sequence was selected for the sixth class. This video class was
chosen from a basketball game.
Every selected video sequence had 3 homogenous (without scene change) gops.
Step 2: Each selected video sequence was compressed at different video rates ranging
from 1.5 Mbits/s to 6Mbits/s. For every compressed frame, the following set of
parameters were recorded {sum_ofquants, total_bits_used, picture_type}. At the same
time, the compressed MPEG-2 video bit stream was also passed to the decoder and the
decoded video was recorded by a video recorder.
Step 3: Whenever a gop of video sequence had been compressed at certain video bit rate,
three points: (Ri, Qi), (Rp, Q,), (Rb, Qb) were computed using (3.1) - (3.6) (section 3.2.2).
The rate-quantization function of the I frame - Q,(Ri) - was approximated by first choosing
an appropriate mathematical model, then performing MSE fit on the empirically collected
data points - (R,,Q,). Similarly, the other two characteristic functions Qp,b(Rp,b) were
computed for the video sequence.
Step 4: Subjective video quality evaluation was performed on every compressed video
sequence to obtain a rating (q) on the scale of 0-20. The details of the subjective
evaluation are explained in section 3.3. The rate-quality function of the gop was
approximated by linear interpolation on the empirically collected data points - (r,q).
Step 5: The characteristic functions of a video class were calculated by averaging the
corresponding characteristic functions of all video sequences within the video class.
3.2.1.2 Sample Empirical RD Models
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Figure 3-1 - Figure 3-3 compare the empirical I, P, and B frame rate-quantization
functions of the third, fourth, fifth and sixth video classes respectively. The video
sequences are numbered in the order of increasing image complexity and motion. The
circles are the actual rate-quantization curves of video class VI obtained by the
experiments. The solid line is the actual rate-distortion curve of video class V. The dash
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line and dashdot line are the rate-quantization curves of class IV and III respectively. The
x-axis is R - the average total bits used to code an 1, P, or B frame. The y-axis is Q - the
average sumof quants of an encoded I, P, or B frame. The rate-quantization curves all
have the form of Q=a+b/R, which is a very good model given its simplicity and accuracy
as indicated by the previous work.
The following two observations should be noticed. First, the empirical rate-quantization
curves are monotonically decreasing. Second, the rate-quantization curves of different
video classes are very different. The rate-quantization curves of more complex and faster
video sequences are always higher than the ones of simpler videos. This observation is also
consistent with the intuition that: a complex and fast video sequence endures higher
quantization than a simple and slow one when encoded using the same bandwidth.
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Figure 3-4, the RQ,,p,b functions of video class VI
Figure 3-4 compares the empirical rate-quantization curves of I, P, and B frames for video
class VI. The solid line is the actual B frame rate-quantization curve. The dash line and
dashdot line are the rate-quantization curves of the P and B frames respectively. The x-
axis is R - the average total bits used to code an I, P, or B frame. The y-axis is Q - the
average sum ofquants of an encoded I, P, or B frame.
The following two observations should be noticed. First, the empirical rate-quantization
curves of a video sequence are monotonically decreasing; therefore, their inverses -
quantization-rate functions also exist and are monotonically decreasing as well. Second,
the rate-quantization curves of I, P, and B frames are very different from each other. The I
frame has higher rate-quantization curves than the ones of P and B. This observation is
also consistent with the fact that I frames are always harder to compress than the P and B
frames.
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Figure 3-5, the rate-perceptual quality functions of 4 sample video classes
Figure 3-5 compares the empirical aggregated (over I, P, and B frame) rate-quality
functions of the third, fourth, fifth and sixth video classes. The video sequences are
numbered in the order of increasing image complexity and motion. The circles, starts,
crosses, and x's are the actual rate-quality curves, obtained by the experiments, of video
class VI, V, IV, and III respectively. The x-axis is r - the video rate used to encode the
sample video sequence. The y-axis is D - the average perceptual distortion of the encoded
video sequence at different video rates. Since the rate-quality function of a gop is
approximated by linear interpolation on the empirically collected data points - (r,q), the
rate-quality functions do not have a closed form.
The following two observations should also be noticed. First, the empirical rate-quality
curves are monotonically decreasing; therefore, their inverses - quality-rate functions -
also exist and are monotonically decreasing as well. Second, the rate-quality curves of
more complex and faster video sequences are higher than the ones of simpler videos in
general.
3.2.2 Distance Measure Calculation
As will be described in the next two sections, the distance measures of the current gop of
video sequence are very important weighting factors used to interpolate the pre-identified
rate-distortion functions. The distance measures are the vertical distances of the current
(Ri,p,b, Qi,p,b) points to the pre-computed Qi,p,b(R) curves of every video class. The distance
measures are computed in two steps.
First, the RQ points of the I, P and B frames are computed. During an actual video
compression process, three parameters: total_bitsused (R), sum_of_quants (Q), and
frame_type are recorded for every compressed frame. At the end of every gop boundary, a
set of statistics of the current gop: R,, Q,, R,, Q,, Rb, Qb are computed by the following
equations.
4
R = k=1 (3.1)
10
k
RB = k =1- (3.2)
10
R, = R (3.3)
(3.1) - (3.3) calculate RI,p,B - the average total bits used to encode an I, P or B frame of a
gop. Where Rkipb is the number of bits used to code the kth I, P, or B frame. There are
total 15 frames in a gop including 10 B frames, 4 P frames, and 1 I frame.
Qp = k=1 (3.4)4
10
Qb = k=10 (3.5)10
Q, = Q; (3.6)
(3.4) - (3.6) calculate QI,P,B - the average quantization levels of an I, P, or B frame in a
gop. Where Qkip 'b is the actual sum of quants of the kh I, P, or B frame.
Second, based on RI,p,B , QI,P,B , and the respective characteristic functions of a video class,
the distance measures between the current gop and each video class are calculated as:
d = Qk (R,) - Qi (3.7)
dP = Qi(R)- Q (3.8)
dk = Qk(Rb)- b (3.9)
(3.7) - (3.9) calculate dkipb - the distances of the current (Ri,p,b, Qi,p,b) points to the
Qi,p,b(Ri,p,b) curves of the kth video class.
3.2.3 Rate-Quantization Function Interpolation
This algorithm predicts the overall rate-quantization function ( Q(r) ) of the next gop ( the overall
average quantization level - Q - of the next gop as a function of its allocated video rate - r ). The
overall average quantization level of a gop is the weighted average of the quantization levels of the
I, P, and B frames. This algorithm depends on 6 pre-identified video classes, every one of which is
represented by a set of pre-computed "characteristic functions": the RQ curve of the I frame -
Q,(R), the RQ curve of the P frames - Qp(R), and the RQ curve of the B frames - Qb(R). The RQ
curve of the I, P, or B frame is a mapping between the average bits used to encode an I, P, or B
frame and the resulting average sum of quantization levels. The RQ curves are pre-computed in
section 3.2.1.
The prediction process consists of two steps.
Step one, the rate-quantization functions of the I, P, and B frames (Ql,p,b(Ri,p,b) ) of the next gop are
interpolated by weighting the corresponding curve of every pre-identified class. The weights are the
inverse of the corresponding distances calculated for every gop as described in section 3.2.2. The
above description is stated more precisely by the following equation:
1
N d , p,b
p,b (R, p,b N k Q (R,p,b) (3.10)
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Where N is the total number of the pre-identified video classes. QkiP.b(R) are the characteristic
functions of the kt video class pre-computed in section 3.2.1. dkipb are the distance measures
between the current gop and the k h video class which are calculated as described in section 3.2.2.
Qi,p,b(Ri,p,b) are the predicted rate-quantization functions of the I, P, and B frames of the next gop
respectively.
Step two, the overall rate-quantization function of the next gop is calculated as the weighted
average of the predicted rate-quantization functions of the I, P, and B frames as:
I 4 1011)Q(r) =- Q,(R,(r))+- -Q (R, (r))+- Qb (Rb (r)) (3.11)
15 15 15
Where Ri,p,b(r) is the expected bits distributions among I, P, and B frames of next gop encoded at
video rate 'r'. The predicted bits distributions are computed as:
r/2
R 2(r) = (3.12)4. ratio, +1O ratio,,, +1
Rp(r) = R, (r) -ratio,,,, (3.13)
b (r) = Ri(r) . ratio,,, (3.14)
Where ratiop,bf, are the ratio between the average number of bits used to encode the a P or B frame
and the number of bits used to encode the I frame of the current GOP. They are calculated
according to the following equations:
ratio , = (3.15)R,
ratiob/, Rb (3.16)bl R,
In this calculation, the ratiop,br, of the current gop are assumed to be very close to the ones of the
next gop. This assumption is justified by the observation that: the bits distributions among the I, P
and B frames are closely effected by the relative picture complexities of different frame types
according to the rate-control algorithm implemented on the current encoder system (section 2.3),
and the picture complexities of the adjacent gops are close to each other because their film contents
are very similar.
Because the rate-quantization functions of the pre-identified video classes have a simple closed
form - Q=a+b/R - and the interpolation method is linear, the final predicted rate-quantization
function also has a simple closed form - Q(r)=a'+b'/r.
Although this simple algorithm is designed heuristically, it is still worth while to justify some of the
design decisions. First, the distances of the current RQ points to their corresponding RQ curves of
every pre-identified video class have physical meanings. Because the RQi curve indicate the spatial
activity of the video sequence. A small distance of the current RQ, point to the RQi curve of a
video class that has complicated images indicates that the current video sequence has high spatial
activity as well. Similarly, because the P, B frames are motion compensate coded, small distances
of the current RQp,b points to the RQp,b curves of a video class that has complex P, B frames
indicate that current video sequence has high motion. Therefore, di can be interpreted as the relative
measure of the spatial activity of the current gop, and dp,b can be interpreted as the relative
measures of the temporal activity. Second, the similarity measure is calculated as the inverse of the
vertical distance of the current point to the respective curve of every pre-identified class. This
design decision is implicitly based on the assumption that the degree of similarities of the
characteristic functions of the current gop behave as the corresponding functions of a pre-identified
class is the inverse of the vertical distance.
3.2.4 Rate-Quality Function Interpolation
This algorithm predicts the overall rate-quality function (q(r)) of the next gop ( the average overall
video quality (q) of the next gop as a function of its allocated video rate (r) ). This algorithm also
depends on 6 pre-identified video classes, every one of which is represented by a set of 4 pre-
computed "characteristic functions": the RQ curve of the I frame - Qi(R), the RQ curve of the P
frames - Qp(R), the RQ curve of the B frames - Qb(R), and the rq curve (video rate vs. the overall
perceptual quality) of the entire video sequence - q(r). These curves are pre-computed in section
3.2.1.
The prediction process consists of two steps.
Step one, the overall distance measure between the current gop and every video class is calculated
as the weighted average of the individual distances which are calculated for every gop as described
in section 3.2.2. The exact weights, which depend on their impacts on the overall perceptual quality
of a coded sequence, have to be decided after trials of experiments. However, they are set as:
Wi=1/15, Wp=4/15, Wb=10/1 5 , at the current stage of the research. The above description is stated
more precisely by the following equation:
w w ww, + b (3.17)
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Where dk is the overall distance of the current gop to the kh video class; dkipb are the distances of
the current (Ri,p,b, Q,p,b) points to the Q,p,b(Ri,p,b) curves of the k video class; w,,p,b are the weights.
Step two, the interpolated rate-quality function of the current gop is computed as the weighted sum
of the rate-quality functions of all pre-identified classes; where the weights are the inverse of the
overall distance of the current gop to the corresponding video classes. The above description is
stated more precisely by the following equation:
1
q(r) = ( ).qk(r) (3.18)
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Where qk(r) is the rate-quality function of the k h video; qA(r) is the predicted rate-quality function
of the next gop.
Because the rate-quality functions of the pre-identified video classes are monotonically decreasing
and the interpolation method is linear, the final predicted rate-quality function is also monotonically
decreasing. Therefore, its inverse - the quality-rate function also exists and can be easily
constructed.
Most of the rationality of this algorithm is the same as the previous one, except the calculation of
the overall distance of the current gop to each video class. Because dkipb indicate the similarity of
the spatial and temporal activities of the current gop to the kh video class, which have very
different impacts on the overall perceptual quality of a coded sequence; dkipb should be weighted
differently to calculate the overall distance.
3.3 Subjective Video Quality Evaluation Procedures
This section describes the details of how the subjective video quality rating is assigned to a video
sequence which has been developed in [4]. The video quality rating is done in two steps. First, the
testing video sequence is viewed by human subjects who assign scores to different kinds of coding
artifacts. Second, the individual scores of the artifacts are added together to obtain an overall
perceptual quality rating for the testing video sequence.
Coding Artifacts:
The objectionable artifacts that occur when pictures are coded at low bit rate are blockness,
blurriness, ringing, and color blending. Blockness is the artifact related to the appearance of the
8x8 DCT grid; it is caused by coarse quantization of low-detailed regions. Blurriness is the result
of loss of spatial detail in moderate- and high-detail regions. Ringing and color bleeding occur at
edges on flat backgrounds where high frequency are poorly quantized; color bleeding is specific to
strong chromanance edges. In a moving scene, these artifacts manifest themselves as temporal
busyness and "dirty" uncovered backgrounds. Significant differences in perceptual quality among
the frame types can result in a temporal flicker if they are repetitive.
Perceptual Quality rating:
The perceptual quality of coded images is scored according to the type and degree of the artifacts
that are present. The visibility of each artifact is scored independently, and these individual scores
are then added to obtain a total artifact score for the coded image. Although in this somewhat
simplified model there is no interaction between the different types of artifacts, it does provide a
rough measure of the overall picture quality. Table 1 shows the scoring system for each artifact.
Artifacts Number of levels Degree of artifact Artifact scores
Blockness 4 No 0
Low 1
Medium 3
High 5
Ringing/Bleeding 3 No 0
Low-medium 2
High 4
Blurriness 4 No 0
Low I
Medium 3
High 4
Temporal busyness 3 No 0
Low-medium 2
High 4
Temporal jitter 4 No 0
Low 2
Medium 3
High 4
Table 3.1
4. Empirical Statistical Multiplexing Algorithms
This chapter proposes two statistical multiplexing algorithms that are based on the empirical rate-
distortion prediction algorithms developed in chapter 3 and equal distortion bandwidth allocation
algorithms developed in this chapter. Based on this approach, the bandwidth allocation is
performed once every gop in two stages: first, the rate-distortion functions of the next gop is
predicted for all input channels; second, an optimal bandwidth allocation is computed for every
channel based on predicted rate-distortion functions and the total bandwidth so that the expected
distortion of every input channel is equalized and the total bit rate is under the budget.
Section 4.1 presents and solves a well studied text-book example whose solution suggests some
important properties of an optimal bandwidth allocation. These properties are the foundations of
the statistical multiplexing algorithms. Section 4.2 explains the empirical statistical multiplexing
algorithms in detail. Section 4.3 describes the implementation details of the algorithms on the
current DVT-2000 encoder and DVM-2000 multiplexer systems, and the testing trials designed to
evaluate the performance of the integrated real time statistical multiplexing systems.
4.1 A Text-Book Example
A well studied and similar example is usually the key to a complex problem since it provides one
with many valuable hints and intuitions. This section presents the solution of a text-book example -
Rate Distortion for a parallel Gaussian source [5] - that is closely related to statistical
multiplexing. The solution of this example suggests some important properties of an optimal
bandwidth allocation.
Rate Distortion for a parallel Gaussian source: finding an optimal bandwidth allocation {r1, r2, ... ,
rk) for a set of discrete time i.i.d Gaussian processes {XI, X2, ..., Xk} with different variances {o21,
2 2, ...- , 2k}, which are coded independently using optimal encoders, so that the overall distortion is
minimized while the total bit rate is less than rto,. Where the overall distortion (D) is defined as the
sum of the mean square error (MSE) distortion (Di) of all coded processes; and rtot is the maximal
overall bit rate.
Applying Lagrange multipliers and Kuhn-Tucker conditions, an optimal bandwidth allocation is
derived as
R, =-log - (4.1)
2 D
where
D, = - (4.2)
Cy2 else
where X is chosen so that
k
SRi(D) = R (4.3)
i=1
The solution suggests that an optimal bandwidth allocation should have the following two
properties. First, if the distortion of every coded video source is so small (less than its variance)
that every source is allocated certain bandwidth, a more complex video sequence should have
larger bandwidth than a simpler video sequence. This observation confirms the hypothesis
discussed at the beginning of the thesis. The second observation is that every input channel should
have equal distortion in order to maximize the overall picture quality. The second observation
implies that every video sequence should be treated fairly quality-wise. One should not prefer one
video sequence than the others without very good reasons. For example, if more people are
watching an exciting new action movie and very a few people are watching a boring old
commercial; the movie channel should have a better video quality than the commercial channel to
maximize the overall consumer satisfaction. Because such consideration will significantly
complicate the problem, equal picture quality is assumed throughout this thesis. The problem of
broadcasting different programs with different importance can be reconciled later by redefining the
overall distortion measure as an unevenly weighted sum of the individual distortion of every
source.
4.2 Algorithm Development
An effective statistical multiplexing algorithm should satisfy the following two criteria. First, the
average aggregate video rate of all channels has to be kept the same as the total bandwidth. second,
the video rate of every input channel should be able to change dynamically corresponding to the
change in scene content in some channels, so that the overall distortion of all channels is
minimized. The empirical statistical multiplexing algorithms achieve the above two criteria through
two stages - rate-distortion function prediction stage and optimal bandwidth allocation stage. As
described in chapter 3, the RD function prediction stage consists of two steps - statistics
calculation and RD function interpolation. Section 4.2.1 and section 4.2.2 briefly summarize the
two steps for convenience, although they have been explained in detail in chapter 3. Section 4.2.3
describes two optimal bandwidth allocation algorithms - the empirical Eq-Quantization allocation
algorithm and the empirical Eq-Quality allocation algorithm, which compute a bandwidth
assignment for every input channel, so that the expected average quantization level / picture quality
of every input channel is equalized respectively, as suggested by the text-book example.
4.2.1 Statistics Calculation
A set of relevant statistics { R,, Qi, Rp, Q,, Rb, Qb, ratiopr, ratiobA ) of the current gop is calculated
by first recording three parameters: total_bits_used (R), sum_of_quants (Q), and frame_type for
every compressed frame during an actual video compression process; then, applying (3.1) - (3.6)
at the end of every gop boundary. These statistics will be used alone with the pre-computed rate-
distortion curves of the pre-identified video classes to predict the rate-distortion function of the next
gop.
4.2.2 RD function Prediction
The rate-distortion function of the next gop is predicted based on the (RI,P,B , QI,P,B) points and the
pre-stored characteristic functions of all video classes. Because there are two types of RD curves -
rate-quantization curve and rate-quality curve, their prediction procedures are explained separately
in the following two subsections.
4.2.2.1 Rate-Quantization Function Prediction
Given the (RI,P,B , QI,PB) points and ratiOp,b, , the rate-quantization function is predicted in four
steps:
First, dki'pb - the distances of the current (R,,.pb, Q.,p,b) points to the Q,,p,b(Ri,p,b) curves of the kh
video are calculated using (3.7) - (3.9).
Second, the rate-quantization functions of the I, P, and B frames (Qi,p,b(Ri,p,b) ) of the next gop are
interpolated by weighting the corresponding curves of every pre-identified class as described by
(3.10). Where the weights are the inverse of the corresponding distances - dk i.p.b
Third, R,,p,b(r) - the expected bits distributions among I, P and B frames of next gop encoded at
video rate 'r' is computed by plugging ratiop,bf into (3.12) - (3.14). 'ratiop.bl' is the ratio between
the average number of bits used to encode the a P or B frame and the number of bits used to
encode the I frame of the current GOP.
Fourth, the overall rate-quantization function of the next gop is calculated as the weighted average
of the predicted rate-quantization functions of the I, P, and B frames using (3.11).
Because the rate-quantization functions of the pre-identified video classes has a simple closed form
- Q=a+b/R and the interpolation method is linear, the final predicted rate-quantization function also
has a very simple closed form: Q(r)=a'+b'/r.
4.2.2.2 Rate-Quality Function Prediction
Given the (RI,P,B , QI,P,B) points of the current gop, the rate-distortion function of the next gop is
predicted in three steps:
First, dki' pb - the distances of the current (Ri,p,b, Qi,p,b) points to the Qi,p,b(Ri,p,b) curves of the k"
video are calculated using (3.7) ~ (3.9).
Second, the overall distance measure (dk) between the current gop and every video class is
calculated as the weighted average of the individual distances (dk,p,b) using (3.17). The exact
weights have to be decided after trials of experiments. However, they are currently set as: Wi=1/15,
W,=4/15, Wb=10/15.
Third, the interpolated rate-quality function of the current gop is computed as the weighted sum of
the rate-quality functions of every pre-identified classes using (3.18); where the weights are the
inverse of the overall distances of the current gop to the corresponding video classes.
Because the rate-quality functions of the pre-identified video classes are monotonically decreasing
and the interpolation method is linear, the final predicted rate-quality function is also monotonically
decreasing. Therefore, its inverse - the quality-rate function also exists and can be easily
constructed.
4.2.3 Eq-Quantization Algorithm & Eq-Quality Algorithm
The Eq-quantization statistical multiplexing algorithm computes an optimal bandwidth allocation
for every input channel, so that the expected average quantization level of every input channel is
equalized and the expected total bandwidth consumption is very close to the total bandwidth
available based on the predicted rate-quantization function as described in section 4.2.2.1. The
motivation behind Eq-Quantization algorithm is suggested by the solution of the text-book
example: a bandwidth allocation that assigns bandwidth for every input channel so that the
distortions of all compressed video sequences are the same is optimal.
The basic idea of the Eq-quantization algorithm is to find a common target quantization level for
every input channel, so that the sum of the required bandwidth of each channel to achieve the target
quantization level is the same as the total bandwidth available. In other words, the optimal
bandwidth allocation is the solution of the following set of equations.
Q = a, + b,
r
Q = az + b2
r.
rtotal = r.
Where Q is the common target quantization level of every channel; rl n are the optimal bandwidth
allocations. However, this set of equations can not be solved systematically due to its non-linearity.
Instead, a binary searching algorithm is used, since a rate-quantization function is monotonically
decreasing. The pseudo code of the Eq-Quantization algorithm is shown as the following.
optimal_allocation(r(Q), ..., rn(Q), r){
Q upper=Qmax;
Q lowerQnn;
while() {
Q=(Q upper+Qiower)/ 2 ;
r'=0;
for (i=l; i<=n; i++){
r'+=r i(Q);
r[i]= r,(Q);
}
if((r'-r)>acceptable_error)
Q lower=Q;
if((r'-r)<-acceptable_error)
Q upper=Q;
else
break;
}
return r[];
Where ri(Q) is the predicted quantization-rate function (the inverse of rate-quantization function) of
the next gop for the ih channel, which has a simple closed form - r=b/(Q-a). This algorithm
iteratively searches for a common target quantization level Q for every channel so that the sum of
the expected bandwidth consumption (r') is very close (< I acceptable_error I) to the total
bandwidth available (r). Hence, the overall running time of the statistical multiplexing algorithm is
T(n)=O(n*log(IDI).
Very similar to the Eq-Quantization algorithm; the Eq-Quality algorithm is also a binary searching
algorithm which iteratively searches for a common target video quality (instead of a common
quantization level) for every channel so that the sum of the expected bandwidth consumption is
very close to the total bandwidth available. The pseudo code of the Eq-Quality algorithm is
obtained by replacing ri(Q) with ri(q) - the predicted quality-rate function (the inverse of rate-
quality function) of next gop for the ih channel, which exists and can be easily constructed from
qi(r).
4.3 Implementation
Both the Eq-Quality and the Eq-Quantization statistical multiplexing algorithms were implemented
on the current Comsat DVT2000 encoder and DVM2000 multiplexer systems in real time. As
described in the previous section both statistical multiplexing algorithms consist of two stages,
which were implemented separately either on the encoders or on the multiplexer. Section 4.3.1
describes the setup of the real time statistical multiplexing system in detail. Section 4.3.2 describes
the evaluation procedures of the overall statistical multiplexing system.
4.3.1 A real Time Statistical Multiplexing System
The current DVM-2000 multiplexer system combines up to 12 independent MPEG-2 transport
streams into one single stream. For every input video channel there exits two communication links
between the multiplexer and the encoder. One is a datalink that transmits the compressed video
stream from the encoder to the multiplexer; the other is a control link which transmits the statistical
information of the compressed video from the encoder to the multiplexer and the allocated
bandwidth from the multiplexer back to the encoder.
A statistical multiplexing algorithm was divided and distributed on the encoders and the
multiplexer. The first step of the rate-distortion function prediction stage - statistic calculation -
was implemented on every encoder using software. Both the RD function interpolation (the second
step of the rate-distortion function prediction stage) and the optimal bandwidth allocation were
implemented on the multiplexer using software. Based on this system structure, every encoder
calculates the relevant statistics of the current gop and sends them to the multiplexer via the control
link at every gop boundary. After receiving all the statistics, the multiplexer first predicts the rate-
distortion functions of the next gops from the corresponding statistics. Then, the multiplexer
assigns video rates for all the input channels, using either the Eq_Quantization algorithm or
Eq_Distortion algorithm. Finally, the multiplexer sends back bandwidth allocation to every encoder
also via the corresponding control link. Upon receiving its video rate sent back from the
multiplexer, the encoder continues to compress the next gop of video sequence using the specified
video rate. The compressed video stream is transmitted from an encoder to the multiplexer via the
data link. The above description is shown by the following figure.
Figure 4-1 statistical multiplexing system setup
In summary, the real time statistical multiplexing system is capable of dynamically changing the
video rate of every input channel so that the overall distortion of all channels is minimized and the
aggregated video rate of all channels is the same as the total bandwidth constraint. Therefore, it
satisfies the two criteria stated at the beginning of section4.2.
4.3.2 Statistical Multiplexing System Evaluations
This section describes testing procedures used to evaluate the performances of both the Eq-
Quantization and the Eq-Quality statistical multiplexing systems. Due to a limited supply of
encoders, only 2 video channels were multiplexed in the current evaluation setup. The entire
evaluation consisted of two trials that both used a segment of CNN news and a segment of
basketball game as testing video sequences. In the first trial, the two sequences were compressed
and multiplexed together using the reference equal bandwidth allocation at the total video rate of
5mbits/sec. In the second trial, the same two testing video sequences were repeatedly compressed
and multiplexed together using the Eq-Quality and the Eq-Quantization statistical multiplexing
algorithm at the same video rate of 5mbits/sec respectively. The compressed videos of both trials
as well as the average quantization level of every gop of compressed video sequence were recorded.
The actual average quantization levels of the two video sequences obtained from two trials are
plotted together to compare their performance.
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Figure 4-2 performance of the statistical multiplexing system
Figure 4-2 demonstrates the overall performance of the empirical Eq-Quantization statistical
multiplexing algorithm by comparing the average quantization levels of the compressed CNN news
and the basketball game from the evaluation trials. The dotted-line and the circles are the actual
quantization levels of the CNN news sequence and the basketball sequence compressed without
statistical multiplexing algorithm (Trial one) respectively. The x's and the solid-line are the actual
quantization levels of the CNN news sequence and the basketball sequence compressed using the
statistical multiplexing algorithm (Trial two) respectively. The x-axis is the index of the gop
number. The y-axis is the average quantization level of an encoded gop.
Without statistical multiplexing, the average quantization level of the compressed basketball
sequence is always higher than the average quantization level of the compressed CNN news
sequence, even the same bandwidth is allocated for both of them. With statistical multiplexing,
more bandwidth is allocated for the basketball sequence and less for the CNN news sequence while
the total bandwidth is still the same as before. As a result of such bandwidth allocations, the
average quantization level of the basketball sequence is reduced significantly at the cost of only
minor increase in average quantization level for the CNN news sequence. Therefore, the statistical
multiplexing algorithm reduces the overall average quantization level of both sequences by 20% as
compare to the equal bandwidth allocation algorithm using the same total bandwidth.
Because the perceptual video quality of a video sequence is a rather subjective measure, no
parameters can be directly collected to evaluate the performance of the Eq-Quality statistical
multiplexing system. Instead, the recorded videos of the same sequences from two different trials
were played back together to compare their picture qualities. After long time of careful
comparison, the video quality of the basketball game compressed using statistical multiplexing
algorithm improves significantly at the cost of minor increasing in distortion for the news segment
as compares to the equal bandwidth allocation algorithm using the same total bandwidth.
5. Analytical Rate-Distortion Model
Despite of their overall good performance, the empirical statistical multiplexing systems still have
certain drawbacks due to the limited real-time statistical information of the video source accessible
at the current DV2000 systems. In this and the next chapter, an analytical approach for statistical
multiplexing is developed for the next version of the Comsat's digital video systems which provide
more relevant statistics.
The analytical approach is a combination of an accurate rate-distortion model derived from
information theory (this chapter) with equal distortion bandwidth allocation algorithms (the next
chapter). Based on this approach, every input channel computes and sends the statistics of the
current frame to the multiplexer at the end of the transformation stage - the first stage of the
MPEG-2 video compressing process. After receiving the relevant statistics of the current frame
from every encoder, the multiplexer calculates and sends the quantization scale factor (mquant)
back to every encoder so that the expected distortion of the compressed frame of every input
channel is equalized and the expected total bits used to encode the current frames are under the
budget. Upon receiving its mquant value sent back from the multiplexer, the encoder continues the
encoding stage - the second stage of the video compressing process, which quantizes the
transformed frame with the specified mquant and encodes the quantized DCT blocks and motion
vectors into an MPEG-2 video stream.
This chapter first derives a theoretical rate-distortion (RD) function based on the statistical model
of a transformed video frame and the model of the MPEG-2 quantization process. It then presents
the experimental data to verify the accuracy of the proposed model. The rest of this chapter is
organized as the following. Section 5.1 proposes a simple rate-distortion function after modeling
the video source and the encoding process. Section 5.2 improves the first rate-distortion model by
relaxing a problematic assumption. Section 5.3 describes a rate-distortion estimation algorithm
based on the RD model developed in section 5.2. Section 5.4 describes the experimental procedures
used to verify the proposed rate-distortion model. Section 5.5 presents experimental data to
demonstrate the accuracy of the theoretical rate-distortion model.
5.1 A Simple Rate-Distortion model
The modeling process consists of the following six steps.
Step I: Finding an appropriate representation for the video source
Finding an appropriate representation is one of the most crucial steps of solving a problem. Since
an appropriate representation conceals the unrelated and messy details so that one can concentrate
on the most relevant aspects of a problem, a good representation dramatically reduces the
complexity of an originally perceived intractable task. To model the rate-distortion function of a
frame, it is represented as a sequence of blocks S={ M1, ... , Mn }, where S is a sequence of blocks,
and Mk is the kh block. Every block is an 8x8 unquantized DCT coefficient matrix. Mk[i][j] is the
i,jth unquantized DCT coefficient of the 1' block, where 0<=i,j<=7.
The motivations behind using unquantized DCT blocks as the basic representation elements instead
of pel blocks are based on the following two observations. First, an MPEG-2 compression process
consists of two stages: transformation stage and encoding stage as described in chapter two. In the
transformation stage, a time domain video frame is transformed to blocks of DCT coefficients and
associated motion vectors. During this stage, no information is lost since the unquantized DCT
coefficients alone with the motion vectors are just another (frequency) representation of the pels
(time domain representation). All the information contained in pels is also contained in the
unquantized DCT coefficients. It is during the encoding stage that the motion vectors are coded
using differential entropy coding and the DCT blocks are quantized, zigzag ordered and run-length
entropy encoded. Therefore, the trade off between video rate and the distortion is performed
entirely in the encoding stage when the DCT coefficient blocks are quantized. Second, the DCT
coefficients have both better statistical properties which made them easy to be modeled accurately
and more defined impact on the subjective video quality than the pels. Therefore, blocks of
unquantized DCT coefficients are used as the basic representation elements rather than blocks of
pels.
Step II: Making an appropriate mathematical model for the video source
Based on the representation of a video source, the DCT coefficients within a transform block are
modeled as i.i.d Laplacian processes. { M[i][j], ... , M,[i]j] } forms an i.i.d Laplacian process, for
any 0<=i,j<=7. Note that the assumption of independence is unnecessarily strong. The necessary
assumption, in order for the rest of the analysis to work, is that { Mf[i[j], ..., Mn[i][j]} forms a
first order stationary ergodic Laplacian process for any 0<=i,j<=7. Because different DCT blocks
are quantized and coded independently of each other using the current MPEG-2 video encoder, the
average number of bits used to code the coefficients are the same as if they are independent, even
though they maybe closely correlated to each other. For example, if MI[i][j]=, ..., =M,[i][j], an
optimal encoder codes only the first coefficient and tells the rest are the same; however, the actual
MPEG-2 encoder repeatedly codes them n times just as if they are independent. Therefore, because
of the particular video encoding process, the correlation among the coefficients of different blocks
is irrelevant to rate-distortion modeling. For clarity of description and easy derivation later on,
independence is explicitly assumed without losing the generality of this model.
The DCT coefficients within one block are also assumed to be independent of each other. Unlike
the previous case, this assumption is too strong. Although, as many previous studies have pointed
out, the DCT transform is a fairly good decorrelation process and the DCT coefficients are largely
uncorrelated (section 2.2.1.1); there are still non-negligible correlation among them. The quantized
DCT coefficients within a block are first zigzag ordered then variable length coded to exploit the
correlation among the DCT coefficients within a block. As show in section 5.4.2, the calculated
number of bits used to code a block is larger than the actual one due to this assumption,.
Step III: Finding an appropriate distortion measure for a compressed video source
An accurate subjective video distortion measures which considers both the spatial and the temporal
masking effect is still a topic for active research, I propose the distortion measure to be the
weighted average of the Mean Square Error (MSE) of every DCT coefficient for both intra and
inter blocks. The MSE criterion is used for every DCT coefficient because it is a reasonable error
measure, commonly used to analyze video coding algorithms and easy to be manipulated
algebraically. The overall distortion of a block sequence is calculated by weighting the distortions
of all DCT coefficients. The exact weight for a DCT coefficient depends upon its impact on the
perceptual quality, which has to be determined after trials of subjective evaluations. At the
beginning of the research, the weights are assigned equally.
Step IV: modeling the quantization and encoding process.
Because a gop of video sequence is represented as a sequence of unquantized DCT blocks, all the
signal processing (such as the A/D conversion) before the DCT coefficient quantization have no
effect on the rate-distortion model. The only relevant encoding steps are: DCT coefficient
quantization (section 2.2.1.2) and zigzag ordering and run-length coding (section 2.2.1.3). The
quantization process is modeled as a uniform scalar quantizer with a dead zone in the middle [6].
The behavior of a uniform quantizer with a dead-zone can be analyzed by the following equations.
Assume that the first reconstruction level of such a quantizer is go, then the 2N+1 reconstruction
levels are
-go+(k+l)-A if k<0
y[k]= 0 if k =0 (5.1)
go +(k-1).A if k>O
The corresponding input decision regions are selected as
(-go go - ) if k=05
(l[k],h[k]) = (5.2)
(y[k]--,y[k]+-) if k 0
2 2
Assuming the probability density function of a zero-mean i.i.d source X is px(x), the entropy bits
produced by this quantizer can be calculated by
N
hQ(A) =- Px[k]. logPx[k] (5.3)
k=-N
where
yh[k
P,[k] = Px(x) dx (5.4)
P, [k]
and the mean square quantization error is
d() = k](x - y[k])2 Px(x).dx (5.5)(A) = [k]k=-N
where N=2047 decides the total number of quantization levels (2N+ 1) for the current MPEG-2
quantization process, chosen sufficiently large to eliminate almost of the overloaded quantization
errors.
The step size (A) of the uniform scalar quantizer for every DCT coefficient is the product of its
quantization weight and the quantization scale factor of the block (section 2.2.1.2). In the
analytical statistical multiplexing algorithm described in the next chapter, all the blocks in a frame
have the same quantization scale factor. ' The zigzag ordering and run-length coding step is
modeled as an optimal encoder that generates the same bits as the entropy of the quantized DCT
coefficients.
Step V: Deriving the rate-distortion function of a frame.
Based on the model of a video source and the model of the encoding process described above, the
rate-distortion function of a frame is derived in two steps. First, the rate-distortion function of a
single DCT coefficient is derived; then, the rate-distortion function of an entire frame is derived.
Throughout the rest of the description, the rate-distortion function is composed of two components:
the quantization-rate function (hQ) and the quantization-distortion function (do).
Step 5.1: Deriving the rate-distortion function of a single DCT coefficient.
The probability density function of a single DCT coefficient modeled as zero-mean Laplacian r.v.
with variance ( 2 is
1 j xl
P (x) = __ (5.6)
using (5.6) in (5.4), we get
'Most of the current MPEG-2 video encoders do not keep a constant quantization scale factor for
all the macroblocks in the same picture. As a matter of fact, most of the constant rate encoders
use the ability to change the quantization scale factor at the slice or the macroblock boundary as
the mechanism to satisfy the bandwidth constrain (to avoid buffer overflow or underflow).
P,[kl] e " -IX dx= -p2 - (1 - p)
'J[k je 2
where A =-- p=eo"
-2 A
, and pi = e
(5.7)
- 2 (gO-- )2
The entropy of a quantized coefficient can be derived by using (5.7) in (5.3).
hQ(A, gO) = -(1-p) log 2 (1
a*
(5.8)
-P,)- P[log2 (P- p)) + I lo0g2 P - 1]l-p
and its distortion function can be derived by using (5.6) in (5.5).
2 cTA2 2"pA"o-pp
dQ (, A, g0) = go -p,- (A-- go) 2 .A A.(I- p) (5.9)
Note that hQ is a monotonically decreasing function and do is a monotonically increasing function
for any fixed go.
If the distortion is small (at high bit rate), the entropy and the distortion of any quantized zero-
mean, i.i.d r.v. X(.) that has a reasonably smooth density function f(x) can be approximated by the
following formulas [7]
1 2-n-e V
h l g2 12 d2 12 d,
and
dQ=-
12
(5.10)
(5.11)
where Vo is the entropy variance: the variance of a Gaussian distribution having the same entropy
as r.v. X(.).
The entropy of a Laplacian distribution with standard deviation ca is given by
h, = log2 (o- e)
The entropy of a Gaussian distribution with variance N6 is given by
h, = log 2 2. e- V o
From (5.12) and (5.13), we get
(5.12)
(5.13)
2Vo e (5.14)
Using (5.14) in (5.10), we have the approximated entropy and distortion formulas of a quantized
DCT coefficient
2
h( ) -- log2( 2.e2 ) (5.15)
hQ 2 1 2 2
and
2
dQ(A) = (5.16)12
Note that the approximation of hQ is also a monotonically decreasing function and the
approximation of dQ is a monotonically increasing function.
If the computation power is not enough to implement the original rate-distortion formulas - (5.8) &
(5.9), their approximation - (5.15) & (5.16) can be used to reduce the computation complexity
substantially.
Step 5.2: Deriving the rate-distortion function of a frame.
Since the unquantized DCT blocks of a same frame are independently and identically distributed
based on the assumptions and are quantized using the same quantization scale factor; the average
entropy of a quantized frame (HQ) is N times the average entropy of every DCT block which is just
the sum of the entropy of its individual DCT coefficient under the assumption that all the
coefficients are uncorrelated. N is the total number of blocks in a frame.
H, (A, g o) = N. h (ahQ ,g o) (5.17)
=O 0Jo f[i][j]
Where A is the quantization scale factor used for all the blocks in the frame; Qmai[i][j] is the i,jth
weight of the quantization matrix;([i][j] is the standard deviation of the i,j DCT coefficient.
The distortion measure of a frame (DQ) is defined as the evenly weighted average of the distortions
of all DCT coefficients (dQ[i][j]).
1 7 7
DQ (A, go) = 64 j dQ (o[i][j], A -Q,,x [i] [j], go) (5.18)
i=0 j=O
NOTE: HQ is a monotonically decreasing function because hQ is a monotonically decreasing
function for any given go and a and the sum of any monotonically decreasing functions is also a
monotonically decreasing function. Similarly, QI is also a monotonically increasing function.
5.2 Improved Rate-Distortion Model
Because the MPEG-2 video encoding algorithm uses motion compensation to exploit the temporal
correlation within the neighboring frames, some of the blocks are intra coded and some of the
blocks are motion compensate coded (section 2.2.1). Since the unquantized DCT coefficients of the
motion compensated blocks (inter blocks) have very different statistics and they are quantized
differently from the ones of the intra coded blocks, the assumption that the unquantized DCT
coefficients of all the blocks have the same statistics and that they are quantized using the same
quantization matrix is incorrect. A more appropriate assumption would be to model a frame as two
sequences of DCT coefficient blocks - intra sequence and inter sequence - that both confirm the
same assumptions stated in section 5.1. The intra sequence consists of all the intra blocks; and the
inter sequence consists of all the inter blocks.
The distortion measure of an entire frame is still defined as the weighted average of the MSE
distortion of every DCT coefficient for both intra and inter blocks. Because both the intra sequence
and the inter sequence confirm the assumptions stated in section 5.1, the rate-distortion functions of
the two sequences can also be derived separately as shown in section 5.1. The improved rate-
distortion function of a frame is finally derived as the following.
5.2.1 Intra Rate-Distortion Model
In MPEG-2, the AC coefficients of intra blocks are quantized by regular uniform scalar quantizer;
i.e. the first reconstruction level of a quantizer (go) is A (i.e. go= A). The entropy and distortion of a
quantized intra AC coefficient are easily derived by modifying(5.8) and (5.9).
hQi r( A) = hQ( , A) = h( ) + . [1 + (P)] (5.19)
and
-'p V p2
dQnt r (a, A) = d (o, A, A)= - + (5.20)
1-p
where
h2(p) = -p- log 2 p - (1- p) log 2 (1- p) (5.21)
Similarly, the rate-distortion function of an intra sequence is derived by modifying (5.17) and
(5.18).
HQ ira(Ara)= Ninra 7 n ( AQmatrixintra[i]]) (5.22)
nl'Qntra(AaItra) hQintra
i=0 j=o intra [i]
and
1 7 7
DQintra (Aint) = d intra((intra [i][j], Aintr Qmatrix itra [i] [j) (5.23)
64 i=o j=
Where Nint is the number of intra coded DCT coefficient blocks; Ainta is the quantization scale
factor of all the intra blocks; Qmatrixin, is the quantization weight matrix of the intra blocks;
ointra[i][j] is the standard deviation of the i,jh DCT coefficient of the intra blocks.
5.2.2 Inter Rate-Distortion Model
In MPEG-2, the DCT coefficients of the inter blocks are quantized slightly differently from the
intra AC coefficients. The first reconstruction level of the quantizer is 3A/2 (i.e., g0=3A/2 ),
instead of A as used in the previous case. The entropy and distortion of a quantized inter coefficient
is again derived by modifying (5.8) and ( 5.9).
A A 3-A Ih2 p)
hQinter () h(, ) = (p) + p[+ (5.24)
and
3.A 3 2 + 2
dQnter, (a, A) = d (, A, A -a -p -( + ) - + (5.25)2 2 1-p 4
Similarly, the rate-distortion function of the inter sequence is derived by modifying (5.17) and
(5.18).
H nter(Anter) = Nnter hintr Qmatrixnter[i][J]) (5.26)
i=o j=0o ai,,,r[i][J
and
1 7 7
De (nter Ane = 1 t e (ai, t[i][j], Ainte -Qmatrixter, [i[j]) (5.27)
64 j=0 0
Where N,,,ter is the number of inter coded DCT coefficient blocks; Ainter is the quantization scale
factor of all the inter blocks; Qmatrixnter is the quantization weight matrix of the inter blocks;
inter[i][j] is the standard deviation of the i,jh DCT coefficient of the inter blocks.
5.2.3 Rate-Distortion Function of a frame
The rate-distortion function which calculates the average distortion (D) of an encoded video frame
for any given bit budget (R) is finally expressed as the following two equations.
R = H(A) = HQintra(A) + HQinter(A) (5.28)
and
D = D(A) = Nntra DQ intra(A) + N Dinter (A) (5.29)
Nint+ Nint er Nint ra +Nint er
Where R is the bit budget available to code a frame; D is the average distortion of the frame which
is defined as the weighted average distortion of the intra and inter block sequences; and A is the
quantization scale factor applied to all the blocks in the same frame.
The average distortion of a frame, given any bit budget (R), can be calculated by first finding an
appropriate quantization scale factor from all the possible values that result in the desired bit
budget 'R' (5.28). Then, the selected quantization scale factor is plugged into (5.29) to calculate
the expected average distortion of the encoded frame. Although H-'Qinta(A) and H1Qinter(A) do not
have closed forms and the appropriate quantization scale factor can not be directly calculated from
(5.28), an efficient T(n)=O(log(n)) binary searching algorithm is used to solve the quantization
scale factor, since Hntra(A) and HQnter(A) are both monotonically decreasing functions and can be
easily calculated based on the estimated statistics using (5.22) and (5.26). The binary searching
algorithm is shown as the following pseudo code.
D(R) { // R is the bit budget available
Aupper=Amax; H in mpeg-2 Amax-32
AiowerAnn; // in mpeg-2 Amnm= 1
while() {
A=(Aupper+Alower)/2;
R'=R(A); //(5.28)
if((R'-R)>acceptable_error)
AlowerA;
if((R'-R)<-acceptable_error)
else
break;
return D(A); //(5.29)
Where D(R) is the rate-distortion function of a frame; R is the total bit budget available to encode
the frame; D is the MSE distortion of the frame coded using R bits. This algorithm iteratively
searches for an appropriate quantization scale factor (A) from all the possible values so that the
expected total bits used to encode the frame (R') is very close (less than lacceptable_errorl) to the
bit budget (R). Please note that: because functions HQn(A), HQinw(A), DQintr(A), and Dint(A) are
all monotone; the solution of the above system is unique and the overall rate-distortion function -
D(R) of a video frame is also monotonically decreasing.
Some optimal bandwidth allocation algorithms are easier to implement using distortion-rate
function R(D) (the inverse of the rate-distortion function), which calculates the necessary bit
budget (R) needed to achieve an average distortion (D) for an encoded video frame. Similar to the
arguments presented in the previous section, the calculation is implemented by an efficient binary
searching algorithm which iteratively searches for an appropriate quantization scale factor from all
the possible values so that the expected MSE distortion of the coded the frame is very close to the
target distortion (D). The pseudo code of the R(D) function is obtained by exchange the R and D of
the D(R) function.
5.2.4 Rate-Distortion Function Estimation
This section describes the procedures to calculate the rate-distortion function of any transformed
frame from a set of relevant statistics in detailed. The set of relevant statistics of a transformed
frame are the following:
(1) the variance matrices of the intra and the inter sequences (o 2intra and 2,inter)
(2) the number of intra blocks ( Nna) and the number of the inter blocks (Nnr,,).
This rate-distortion estimation algorithm consists of two steps. First, the set of relevant statistics {
2intra, G2inter, Nntra, Ninter } of the currently transformed video frame is calculated. Then, this set of
statistics is used to parameterize the rate-distortion model described in section 5.2. The
parameterized rate-distortion function is further used to make an optimal bandwidth allocation
decision in the next chapter.
5.2.4.1 Statistics Estimation
Whenever a video frame is transformed, the unquantized DCT coefficient blocks are recorded and
partitioned into two sequences: the intra sequence and the inter sequence based on their types. Ninra
and Nintr are estimated as the number of the intra blocks and the number of the inter blocks
respectively. The variance of the DCT coefficients are estimated by the following formulas:
N int ra
0 U,, r ([k M nt] [i] [ j]2 (5.30)2int ra N ra k=M mt ra UNA
ntrant kra
Mirnt[i][j]= Miktra[ij][j] (5.31)
Nmt ra k=l
^2 1 N inter
Sinter [i][] = t  Mint er[i [  -Minter[
i [j]) 2  (5.32)
Ninter k
M Anter[i][j]= M1 kte[i][j] (5.33)
int er k=1
5.2.4.2 Rate-Distortion Model Parameterization
After calculating the set of parameters { 2intra, 2inter, Nintra, Ninter), (5.28) - (5.29) are
parameterized. Applying the respective approximation algorithms described in section 5.2.3, the
rate-distortion function D(R) and the distortion-rate function R(D) of the current frame are
estimated.
5.3 Rate-Distortion Model Verification
This section describes experiment procedures performed to verify the accuracy of the rate-
distortion model and its estimation algorithm by comparing the estimated theoretical rate-distortion
functions of a few frames to their empirical ones. The entire experiment consists of two stages. At
the first stage, two software simulation tools are developed to compress video sequences, gather
relevant statistics of every transformed frame, and record other intermediate compressing data. At
the second stage, the simulation tools are repeatedly used to both generate the empirical and
estimate the theoretical rate-distortion functions of the sample frames.
5.3.1 Simulation Tools
Two software simulation tools, Transformation Simulation Program (TSP) and Encoding
simulation program (ESP), were built for the experiments by modifying [8]. TSP
implements the encoding algorithm of an ISO/IEC DIS 13818-2 codec [9]. This program
compresses a sequence of digital (Dl) video frames into MPEG-2 video elementary
stream, and calculates and records every transformed frame and its associated relevant
statistics. Just as described in section 2.3, this MPEG-2 codec compresses a input frame in
two stages. The first stage is the transform stage which transforms the time domain
representation of a video frame into its frequency domain representation that consists of
blocks of DCT coefficients and the associated motion vectors. The second stage is the
encoding stage which quantizes and encodes the transformed frame into MPEG-2 video
elementary stream. At the end of the transform stage of every frame, TSP records the
transformed frame alone with its relevant statistics for further analysis. As described in the
previous section the relevant statistics include: the variance of the intra coefficients
(o2intra][], where c2intra[i][j] is the variance of the i,jth coefficient), the variance of the inter
coefficients (o2,nter[][]), the number of inter blocks, and the number of intra blocks. The set
of relevant statistics are calculated by first partitioning the DCT blocks into the intra and
the inter block sequences, then applying equations (5.30) - (5.33) to the corresponding
sequences.
The relevant statistics are used to estimate the theoretical rate-quantization functions
HQ(D) and distortion-quantization functions DQ(D) respectively for the corresponding
frames as described in section 5.2. The transformed frames are later used to generate their
empirical rate-distortion functions by repeatedly quantizing them using all possible values
of quantization scale factor.
The second program is called the Encoding simulation program (ESP) which quantizes
and encodes a transformed frame into an MPEG-2 video stream. ESP takes in two
arguments: a transformed frame, which consists of the intra and inter block sequences and
the associated motion vectors, and a quantization scale factor as inputs. ESP produces the
mean square error of the compressed frame, the total number of bits used to encode the
frame, and the MPEG-2 video stream as output. ESP first quantizes all the DCT
coefficient blocks of the transformed frame using the specified quantization scale factor,
then zigzag orders and entropy codes the quantized DCT coefficients along with the
motion vectors into MPEG-2 elementary video stream. Every quantized DCT coefficient
is compared with its original to calculate its square error. The average square error of all
coefficients in a same block is computed as the mean square error of the block. The Mean
Square Error (the overall distortion) of the entire coded frame is calculated as the average
of the mean square error of all the DCT blocks. Whenever a frame is completely
compressed, the actual total bits used to encoded it is also recorded. Finally, the
compressed MPEG-2 elementary video stream, the average MSE distortion of the
quantized DCT coefficient blocks, and the actual total bits used to encode the input frame
are returned as output.
5.3.2 Verification
After building the Transformation Simulation Program and the Encoding Simulation
Program, experiments were conducted to both generate the actual empirical rate-distortion
functions of sample frames by repeatedly coding their transformed frames using all
possible values of the quantization scale factor (mquant), and estimate their theoretical
rate-distortion functions by calculating the rate-distortion model with the relevant statistics
of the sample frames. The estimated and empirically generated rate-distortion functions
are compared to conclude the accuracy of the theoretical frame-wise rate-distortion model
and its estimation algorithm. The details of the experiments are explained as the following.
A sample video sequences which contains a scene of two men running on a street was
chosen for this experiment. This sample video sequence has moderate motion and fairly
complex background such as trees and flowers. This video sequence contains 1 second of
video (30 frames).
The sample video sequence was compressed at an arbitrary video bit rate by TSP. While
the sample video sequence was compressed, every transformed frame ( unquantized DCT
coefficient blocks: IMointer, ... , Mkinte r }, I 0 nt ra ... , Mki ntr a } and motion vectors) and its
associated relevant statistics (Y 2intra[][], o2inter[] [, Nintra, and Ninter) were recorded. Upon
finishing compressing the entire video sequence, the associated relevant statistics of every
transformed frame were plugged into (5.28) and (5.29) to estimate the quantization-rate
function H(A) and quantization-distortion function D(A) respectively. Every transformed
frame was also repeatedly encoded by QSP using all possible values of quantization scale
factor. The resulting MSE distortion of every compressed frame, the actual total number
of bits used to coded the frame, and the corresponding quantization scale factor were
recorded to generate the empirical quantization-rate function H(A) and quantization-
distortion function D(A) respectively for every frame. The theoretical and the empirical
rate-distortion functions of the sample frames are compared, and their differences indicate
if the rate-distortion model and its estimation algorithm are accurate. In other words, their
differences indicate if the assumptions that the unquantized DCT coefficients have
Laplacian distribution, the unquantized DCT coefficients of the same block are
uncorrelated, and the zigzag entropy coding is approximately optimal are reasonable.
5.4 Verification Results
This section demonstrates the accuracy of the theoretical rate-distortion model by
comparing the empirical rate-distortion curves with the theoretical ones for a few sample
frames. These sample frames cover a wide range of image complexity, motion, and all
possible frame types: Intra frame (I), Predicted frame (P), and Bi-directional frame (B). In
the following presentation, the set of relevant statistics of every sample frame is first
shown and comments are made regarding their properties which have important impact on
their rate-distortion functions. Then, the theoretical rate-distortion curves derived based
on the relevant statistics and rate-distortion model are plotted against the empirical ones.
Comments are also given regarding the properties of the rate-distortion curves of the
sample frames, since they determine the statistical multiplexing algorithm presented in the
next chapter.
5.4.1 Relevant Statistics Of Sample Frames
This subsection shows the relevant statistics of the sample frames. As recalled from the
previous section, a set of relevant statistics consists of the following four components:
number of inter blocks (Ninter), number of intra blocks (Nintr), the variance matrix of the
intra DCT coefficients, and the variance matrix of the inter DCT coefficients. Upon
presenting the statistics of a sample frame, comments are made regarding their properties
which have important impact on their rate distortion functions (quantization-rate function
and quantization-distortion function) presented in the next two subsections.
5.4.1.1 Frame No. 24 (I frame)
(1) Nintra=8100
Since this frame is an Intra frame which is not motion compensated, all the macroblocks
are the intra blocks. The number of intra blocks (Ninta) is equal to the total number of
blocks in this frame which is 6*(720*480)/(16* 16) = 8100.
(2) Intra Variance Matrix
2F,(uv) 0 (u) 1 (u) 2 (u) 3 (u) 4 (u) 5 (u) 6 (u) 7 (u)
0 (v) 77042.72 1630.28 196.08 34.23 16.96 4.63 2.64 1.45
1 (v) 2600.40 225.07 57.46 11.58 4.68 2.85 1.67 0.77
2 (v) 525.64 87.79 27.22 7.05 3.45 2.23 1.46 0.70
3 (v) 152.72 44.52 17.10 5.3 2.54 1.85 1.31 0.67
4 (v) 99.51 26.66 12.86 4.16 2.19 1.72 1.24 0.65
5 (v) 86.89 33.54 16.61 5.24 2.51 1.80 1.29 0.70
6 (v) 130.17 60.94 26.88 8.17 3.31 2.25 1.46 0.71
7 (v) 293.32 128.54 65.05 17.09 5.28 2.73 1.67 0.71
Table 5.1: Variance Matrix of Intra DCT Coefficient blocks
Table 5.1 contains the variances of all the Intra DCT coefficients. (Y2F(u,v) is the variance of
the (u,v)th DCT coefficient of the intra block sequence. The variances are calculated from
(5.31). Most of the energy of this frame is concentrated on a few low frequency
components. Because there are no inter blocks in this frame, the inter variance matrix dose
not exist and is not listed.
5.4.1.2 Frame NO. 19 (P frame)
(1) Nntra= 90
(2) Ninter = 8010
This frame is forward motion compensated. Most (8010 out of 8100) of the blocks are
motion compensated inter blocks.
(3) Intra and Inter Variance Matrices
G2F(u, 0 (u) 1 (u) 2 (u) 3 (u) 4 (u) 5 (u) 6 (u) 7 (u)
0 (v) 44756.54 736.33 166.96 24.90 9.32 3.45 2.31 0.79
1 (v) 2696.75 263.03 77.52 11.23 5.31 2.28 1.65 0.88
2 (v) 398.15 136.50 30.28 6.68 3.26 1.96 1.41 0.68
3 (v) 169.78 53.15 17.59 3.64 2.36 2.15 1.10 0.64
4 (v) 66.91 25.48 7.99 3.72 1.33 1.73 1.16 0.76
5 (v) 80.69 29.51 5.67 3.68 2.00 1.62 1.53 0.67
6 (v) 103.38 81.05 11.15 3.95 2.78 1.36 1.41 0.60
7 (v) 596.18 74.02 36.23 6.57 2.66 2.53 1.26 0.56
Table 5.2: Variance Matrix of Intra DCT Coefficient block
02F(u,v) 0 (U) 1 (u) 2 (u) 3 (u) 4 (u) 5 (u) 6 (u) 7 (u)
0 (v) 159.61 83.58 37.63 14.28 7.44 4.57 2.55 1.47
1 (v) 111.51 43.63 20.11 9.59 5.60 3.79 2.20 1.09
2 (v) 68.72 28.09 16.31 8.24 4.85 3.23 1.99 1.00
3 (v) 45.18 22.34 12.57 6.68 4.17 2.84 1.85 1.00
4 (v) 32.53 17.90 10.42 5.43 3.48 2.54 1.66 0.97
5 (v) 34.42 18.21 10.21 5.40 3.54 2.46 1.65 0.97
6 (v) 32.10 17.37 10.28 5.45 3.51 2.47 1.65 0.96
7 (v) 32.06 18.03 11.45 5.71 3.64 2.52 1.75 1.21
Table 5.3: Variance Matrix of Inter DCT Coefficient blocks
Table 5.2 - Table 5.3 show the variance matrices of the intra and inter DCT coefficient
blocks. The following two observations should be noticed. First, just the same as the
previous frame, most of the energy in this frame is also concentrated on a few low
frequency components. Second, if the inter variance matrix of this frame and the intra
variance matrix of this and previous frame are compared, the variances of the intra DCT
coefficients are much greater than the variances of the inter DCT coefficients.
5.4.1.3 Frame No. 11 (B frame)
(1) Nintra=0
(2) Ninter=8100
Since frame No. 11 is bi-directional motion compensated and this frame is sufficiently
similar to its neighboring frames, all of its blocks are motion compensated (inter blocks).
a F(u,v) 0 (u) 1 (u) 2 (u) 3 (u) 4 (u) 5 (u) 6 (u) 7 (u)
0 (v) 19.13 11.70 9.69 7.54 5.21 3.56 2.07 1.07
1 (v) 15.74 10.71 8.97 6.31 4.69 3.19 1.73 0.80
2 (v) 15.53 10.82 8.37 6.05 4.19 2.86 1.66 0.79
3 (v) 16.17 9.97 7.74 5.40 3.67 2.6 1.60 0.77
4 (v) 14.32 9.79 7.51 4.85 3.06 2.3 1.44 0.73
5 (v) 14.55 9.28 7.23 4.41 2.92 2.2 1.43 0.70
6 (v) 15.47 9.03 6.96 4.19 2.72 2.19 1.50 0.72
7 (v) 15.07 9.17 6.76 4.00 2.69 2.03 1.38 0.80
Table 5.4: Variance Matrix of Inter DCT Coefficient blocks
Table 5.4 shows the variances of all the inter DCT coefficients. Because no blocks are
intra coded in this frame, the intra variance matrix does not exist for this frame and is not
listed. The following observations are made for this frame. First, comparing to the
previous two frame, the variances of the inter DCT coefficients are much smaller than the
intra ones. Second, the energy of this frame is more evenly distributed among many low
frequency components than the previous I and P pictures.
In summary, this subsection presents the relevant statistics of three sample frames. The
following observations are made. First, the variances of intra DCT coefficients are much
larger than the ones of inter DCT coefficients. Second, for I and P frames, most of the
energy is concentrated on a few low frequency components. However, for B frames, the
energy is more evenly distributed among many low frequency components. These
observations have significant impact on the rate-distortion functions of a encoded frame
described in the next two sections, and eventually lead to statistical multiplexing
algorithms explained in the next chapter.
5.4.2 Theoretical And Empirical R(Q) Curve Comparisons
As recalled from the previous section, a rate-distortion function consists of two parts:
quantization-rate function and quantization-distortion function. This section compares the
rate-quantization function by plotting the theoretical and empirical RQ points on the same
figure. An empirical RQ point of a frame consists of two components: (1) Q - the value of
mquant used to quantize a frame, (2) R - the actual number of total bits used to quantize
and encode the frame, collected from experiment. Similarly, a theoretical RQ point also
consists of the same two components, except that R is the estimated number of bits used
to encode if the frame is quantized by Q. The estimation is based on the theoretical rate-
quantization function derived from the frame's relevant statistics.
This section first presents the plots of the quantization-rate functions of every sample
frame. Then, it comments on the behaviors of the quantization-rate functions and how
they are influenced by the corresponding relevant statistics.
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Figure 5-2 Theoretical and empirical quantization-rate function comparison ( P Frame)
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Figure 5-3 Theoretical and empirical quantization-rate function comparison (B Frame)
Figure 5-1 - Figure 5-3 compares the theoretical quantization-rate functions of the sample
frames against the empirical ones. The stars are the actual RQ points obtained by the
experiments and the circles are the estimated RQ points calculated by the theoretical
quantization-rate function derived from its relevant statistics as described in section 5.2.4.
The x-axis is mquant - quantization scale factor - whose possible values are {2, 4, 6,...,
64} for linear quantization. The y-axis is R - the total bits used to code the frame.
The following three observations should be noticed. First, the theoretical quantization-rate
model is an accurate description of the real quantization-rate function, since the theoretical
and empirical RQ points match almost exactly for all the sample frames. Second, both the
theoretical and empirical quantization-rate curves are monotonically decreasing. Third, the
quantization-rate curves of I, P and B frames are different. The I frames have flatter and
higher quantization-rate curves; and the P and B frames have steeper curvature and lower
RQ curves. The differences in the quantization-rate functions of different frame types are
the direct consequences of their different relevant statistics. As described in the previous
section, the I frames have a larger portion of intra blocks (100%) than the P frames; and
the P frames have larger portion than the B frames. Since the variances of the intra DCT
coefficients are much larger than the inter coefficients, the quantized intra blocks contains
much more entropy on average than the quantized inter blocks using the same
quantization scale factor. Furthermore, since the intra DCT coefficients have a wider
probability distribution than the inter ones because of their larger variances, the entropy of
the quantized intra DCT coefficients decreases slower than that of the inter DCT
coefficients. Therefore, the higher the variances of the DCT coefficients and the more intra
blocks a frame has, the higher and flatter its rate-quantization function tends to be. This
conclusion is also consistent with the intuition that a complex and fast video sequence
requires more bandwidth than a simple and slow one when quantized using the same
quantization scale factor, since a more complex image produces intra DCT coefficients
blocks with larger variances and a frame that is very different from its neighboring frames
(high motion) produces more intra DCT coefficient blocks.
5.4.3 Theoretical And Empirical D(Q) Curve Comparisons
This section compares the second part of the rate-distortion function by plotting the
theoretical and empirical DQ points on the same graph. An empirical DQ point of a frame
consists of two components: (1) Q - the value of mquant used to quantize a frame, (2) D -
the actual mean square error (MSE) which is the measure of the overall distortion of the
compressed frame. Similarly, a theoretical DQ point also consists of the same two
components, except that D is the estimated MSE if the frame is quantized by Q. The
estimation is based on the theoretical quantization-distortion function derived from the
frame's relevant statistics.
This section first presents the plots of the quantization-distortion functions of every
sample frame. Then, it comments on the behaviors of the quantization-distortion functions
and how they are determined by the corresponding relevant statistics.
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Figure 5-6 Theoretical and empirical quantization-distortion curve comparison (B Frame)
Figure 5-4 - Figure 5-6 compare the theoretical quantization-distortion functions of the
sample frames against the empirical ones. The stars are the actual DQ points obtained by
the experiments, and the circles are the estimated DQ points calculated by the theoretical
quantization-distortion function derived from its relevant statistics as described in section
5.3. The x-axis is mquant: quantization scale factor whose possible values are {2, 4, 6,...,
641 for linear quantization. The y-axis is D: the MSE of a encoded sample frame.
The following observations should be noticed. First, the theoretical quantization-distortion
model is a fairly accurate description of the real quantization-distortion function, especially
when the quantization scale factor is small. The discrepancy between the actual MSE'
distortions and the corresponding theoretical predictions when the quantization scale
factor is large needs further investigation. Second, both the theoretical and empirical
quantization-distortion curves are monotonically increasing. Third, the quantization-
distortion curves of I, P, and B frames are different. The quantization-distortion curves of
I frames are higher and constantly increasing at a higher rate; the quantization-distortion
curves of P and B frames are lower and saturates quickly as mquant increases. The
differences in the quantization-distortion functions are also due to their different relevant
statistics. As described in the previous section, the I frames have a larger portion of intra
blocks than the P frames which have a larger portion than the B frames. Since the
variances of the intra DCT coefficients are much larger than the inter coefficients, the
quantized intra blocks have a larger mean square error than the quantized inter blocks
using the same quantization scale factor. Furthermore, since the mean square error of a
DCT coefficient can not exceed its own variance, the quantization-distortion curves of
inter DCT coefficient blocks whose variances are small increases slowly and saturates
quickly as mquant increases.
In summary, since a complex and fast video sequence requires more bandwidth but
endures higher distortion as opposed to a simple and slow one quantized using the same
mquant, a reasonable bandwidth allocation should keep the distortions of all channels the
same given any aggregated bandwidth. The accuracy of the theoretical rate-distortion
model makes it possible to achieve the desired aggregated video rate of multiple video
channels while keeping their distortions equalized by dynamically assigning quantization
scale factors for every input channel. The monotonicity of the rate-distortion functions
helps to design simple algorithms that compute such an optimal assignment efficiently. The
next chapter explains the algorithms in detail .
6. Analytical Statistical Multiplexing Algorithms
This chapter proposes two statistical multiplexing algorithms that are based on the theoretical rate-
distortion model developed in chapter 5. Based on the rate-distortion model, every input channel
computes and sends the relevant statistics of its current frame to the multiplexer at the end of the
transformation stage. After receiving the relevant statistics of the current frame from every
encoder, the multiplexer first estimates the rate-distortion functions from the corresponding
statistics; then, it calculates the quantization scale factor (mquant) for every encoder based on the
estimated rate-distortion functions and the available bit budget of the current frames, so that the
expected distortions of all input channels are equalized and the expected total bits used to encode
the current frames are under the budget. Finally, the multiplexer sends back calculated mquant
assignments to the corresponding encoders. Upon receiving its mquant value sent back from the
multiplexer, the encoder continues the second stage of video compressing process (encoding stage),
which quantizes the transformed frame with the specified mquant and encodes the quantized DCT
blocks and motion vectors into an MPEG-2 video stream. Section 6.1 explains the two optimal
bandwidth allocation algorithms. Section 6.2 proposes simulation procedures to test and evaluate
the algorithms. Section6.3 presents final simulation results of the algorithms.
6.1 Algorithm Development
An effective statistical multiplexing algorithm should satisfy the following two criteria. First, the
average aggregate video rate of all input channels has to be kept the same as the total bandwidth.
Second, the video rate of every input channel should be able to change dynamically corresponding
to the change in scene content in some channels, so that the overall distortion is minimized. The
analytical statistical multiplexing algorithms achieve the above two criteria through the following
three stages. At the first stage, every input channel calculates the statistics of the current frame
and sends them to the multiplexer. At the second stage, the multiplexer computes a total bit budget
for the current frames using an error feedback rate control algorithm which considers both the
desired bit budget and the previously accumulated bit deficit, so that the first criterion is
guaranteed. At the third stage, the multiplexer assigns mquants for all input channels using either
Eq_Mquant algorithm or Eq_Distortion algorithm, so that the expected total bits used to encode the
current frames is equal to the compensated bit budget and the overall distortion is minimized. The
first stage - statistics estimation - has already been explained in section 5.2.4.1, so it is omitted
from this chapter. Section 6.1.1 explains the error feedback rate control algorithm. Section 6.1.2
and section 6.1.3 explain the Eq-Distortion algorithm and the Eq-Mquant algorithm, which
compute mquants for all input channels to equalize the expected distortions of the current frames
as suggested by the solution of the text-book example in section4. 1.
6.1.1 Error Feedback Rate Control
Since the video rate of every channel is subject to change for every frame based on the analytical
approach, the generated MPEG-2 video elementary stream has the syntax of Variable Bit Rate
(VBR) as supposed to the Constant Bit Rate (CBR) Syntax used in a non-statistical multiplexing
system. In order to keep the average aggregate rate of all input channels the same as the total
bandwidth while the video rate of every individual channel is constantly changing, the aggregate
video rate has to be carefully regulated. The video rate regulation is achieved by an error feedback
rate control algorithm which is shown as the following equations.
TotalVideoRate [bits / second]
target [bits / frame] = (6.1)
FrameRate [frames/ second]
0 if n =0
error[n] = (6.2)errorn] ror[n-1] + R[n -1]-target if n > 
tar[n] = target - error[n] -gain (6.3)
target .targettarget if tar[n] <
3 3
target[n] = 2 target if tar[n] > 2. target (6.4)
tar[n] else
The basic idea of this algorithm is to keep the actual total bits used to encode all channels the same
at every frame boundary. The desired total bits used to code all channels at any frame boundary is
calculated as 'average_target ' by (6.1). However, the desired bit target can not be achieved
exactly, due to the probabilistic nature of the rate-distortion model. The discrepancy between the
actual total bits used to code the current frames and the desired bit budget always exists and
accumulates. The accumulated error between the actual total bits used to encode the first n frames
and their desired bit budgets - error[n] - is calculated by (6.2). In order to keep the accumulated
discrepancy bounded, the accumulated error of the previous frames is fed back to decide the actual
bit budget of the current frames at every frame boundary. The actual bit budget - tar - is calculated
by (6.3), which subtracts the weighted accumulated error of the previous frames from the desired
bit budget of the current frames (averagetarget), so that the accumulated error will be reduced
after the current frames are encoded and the discrepancy between the actual total bit used and
desired budget converges to zero in the long run (in terms of a few seconds). The weight of the
error factor is defined as the gain which is finally set to 0.8 so that the accumulated error can be
quickly corrected while the whole feedback system is kept stable. (6.4) bounds the pathological
cases, when the compensated target bit budget of the current frames are either too small (<
average target/3) or too large (> averagejtarget*2).
In summary, the error feedback rate control algorithm keeps track of the accumulated error
between the actual total bits used and the desired bit budget at every frame boundary. The
previously accumulated error is feedback to calculate the actual target bit budget so that the
accumulated error is compensated for and is expected to decrease after the current frames are
encoded. Therefore, the average error approaches zero in the long run. In other words, the average
aggregate video rate of all input channels is kept the same as the total bandwidth. The correctness
of the error feedback rate control algorithm is verified by the simulation results shown in section
6.3.
6.1.2 The Eq-Distortion Algorithm
The Eq-Distortion algorithm computes an mquant assignment, so that the expected average MSE
distortion of each channel is the same at every frame boundary and the expected bit consumption of
all channels is very close to the target budget. All the expectations are based on the rate-distortion
functions estimated from stage one. The motivation behind keeping the average distortion of every
channel the same is suggested by the solution of the text-book example in section 4.1. Because the
analytical rate-distortion function does not have a closed form, the bandwidth allocation can not be
solved directly. Instead, a binary searching algorithm is used since a rate-distortion function is
monotonically decreasing. The pseudo code of the Eq-Distortion algorithm is shown as the
following.
optimal_allocation(R(D), ..., Rn(D), R){
D upper=Dmax;
D iower=Dinn;
while(I){
D=(D upper+Diowe)/2;
R'=0;
for (i=1; i<=n; i++){
R'+=R i(D);
mquant[i]=Q i(D)
if((R'-R)>acceptable_error)
D lower=D;
if((R'-R)<-acceptable_error)
D upper=D;
else
break;
return mquant[];
Where Rk(D) is the distortion-rate function of the kh channel estimated from the corresponding
relevant statistics as described in section 5.2.4. R - the total bit budget available to encode the
current frames - is calculated by the error feedback rate control algorithm as described in section
6.1.1. This algorithm searches for a common target distortion (D) for all input channels iteratively
so that the expected total bits used to encode the current frames (R') is very close (less than I
acceptable_error I) to the target bit budget (R). The quantization scale factor expected to achieve
the common target distortion is computed for every channel as the optimal assignment. Hence, the
overall running time of the statistical multiplexing algorithm including stage 1-3 is
T(n)=O(log2(IDI)*n).
6.1.3 The Eq-Mquant Algorithm
Similar to the Eq-Distortion algorithm, the Eq-Mquant algorithm is also a binary search algorithm
that searches for a common quantization scale factor (mqaunt) for all input channels iteratively so
that the expected total bits used to encode the current frames is very close to the target bit budget
calculated by the error feedback rate control algorithm. The motivations behind Eq-Mquant
algorithm are the following three observations. First, as suggested by the solution of the text-book
example in section 4.1, a bandwidth allocation that equalizes the distortions of all compressed
video sequences is optimal. Second, since the approximated distortion formula suggests that the
MSE distortion is a quadric function of mquant, keeping the mquant values the same is
approximately keeping the average distortions the same. Third, keeping the mquant values the same
is much simpler and therefore much faster than keeping the distortions the same, and speed is
crucial when building a real time system.
The pseudo code of the Eq-Distortion algorithm is shown as the following.
optimal_allocation(Ri(A), ..., Rn(A), R){
A upper= A max;
A lower= A min;
while(1){
A =( A upper+ A lower)/2;
R'=0;
for (i=l; i<=n; i++){
R'+=R i(A);
mquant[i]= A;
}
if((R'-R)>acceptable_error)
A lower A;
if((R'-R)<-acceptable_error)
A upper= A;
else
break;
}
return mquant[];
Where Rk(A) is the quantization-rate function of the kh channel estimated from the corresponding
relevant statistics as described in section 5.2.4. R - the total bit budget available to encode the
current frames - is calculated by the error feedback rate control algorithm as described in section
6.1.1.
6.2 Simulation Setup
6.2.1 Simulation Software
Since the analytical statistical multiplexing algorithms require the knowledge of certain video
statistics such as, the variances of the DCT coefficients, which are not available in the DVT2000
encoder system; the algorithms are simulated off-line using software. A complete n video channel
statistical multiplexing simulation program consists of n+1 processes running concurrently on
possibly different computers. One process simulates the optimal allocation algorithm described in
section 6.1. The other n processes are replicated Encoder Simulation Programs (ESP). The rest of
this section explains protocols of the encoder and multiplexer processes in detail.
Every ESP compresses an input video frame into an MPEG-2 video elementary stream in two
stages. The first stage - transformation stage - transforms the time domain representation of a video
frame into its frequency domain representation consisting of blocks of DCT coefficients and the
associated motion vectors. At the end of the transform stage, every encoder process computes and
sends its relevant statistics to the multiplexer process. As described in the previous section, the
relevant statistics, including the variance of the intra coefficients, the variance of the inter
coefficients, the number of inter blocks, and the number of intra blocks, is calculated by first
partitioning the DCT blocks into the intra and the inter block sequences, then applying (5.30) -
(5.33) to corresponding block sequences. After sending the relevant statistics of its current frame, a
encoder process blocks (sleeps) until it receives the mquant sent back from the statistical
multiplexer process. Upon receiving mquant, a encoder process starts the second stage - encoding
stage, which first quantizes all the DCT coefficient blocks using mquant sent back from the
multiplexer process, then encodes the motion vectors and quantized DCT coefficients into an
MPEG-2 video elementary stream. After the current frame is encoded, the encoder process repeats
the same procedures for the next frame.
The statistical multiplexer process blocks (sleeps) until it receives all the relevant statistics from
every connected encoder. Upon receiving all the relevant statistics, the multiplexer process
estimates the rate-distortion functions of all channels, calculates the bit budget for the current
frames (section 6.1.1), and computes the mquant assignments using either the Eq-Distortion or the
Eq-Mquant algorithm (section 6.1.2 & section 6.1.3). After sending out the mquant assignments,
the statistical multiplexer process again blocks on the relevant statistics of the next frames.
The above description is summarized as the following pseudo code.
encoder()
while(I){
Transforms _ the _ current _ frame();
Calculates _ relevant _ statistics();
Sends _ relevant _ statistics _to _ multiplexer();
Blocks _ on _ mquant();
Encodes _ the _ Current _ frame ();
}
Multiplexer() {
while(l) {
while(! Received _ relevant _ statistics _ of _all _channels)
Blocks _on _ relevant _ statistics ();
Estimates _rate _ distortion-functions _ for _ all _ channels 0;
Calculates _ mquant _ assignment _ using _ Eq-Mquant /Eq-Distortion _ algorithm ();
Sends _ mquant _ assignments _ to_ every _encnler ();
The communication protocols between the encoder processes and the multiplexer process is
implemented by socket based Inter-Process Communication (IPC). The entire simulation setup is
also show by the following figure.
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Figure 6-1, Software simulation of a statistical multiplexing system
6.2.2 Simulation Trials
Seven sample video sequences covering a wide variety of motion and image complexities were
selected. Each sample sequence had 1 second (30 frames) of video. These video sequences are
described as the following:
(1)"Running (c01)", a segment of recorded CNN news broadcasting. In which, two men are
running down a street. This sequence has slow pan and simple motion in a moderate-detail
background.
(2)"Indiana Jones 1 (c22)", a segment of video from motion picture "Indiana Jones". In which, the
cameral zooms into old Jones' hand. This video sequence has slow zoom with new area in low-
detail background .
(3)"Walking (c02)", a segment of video from CNN news. In which, two women are walking into a
bank. This sequence has slow pan and simple motion in a low-detail scene.
(4)"Indiana Jones2 (c03)", a segment of video from motion picture "Indiana Jones". In which,
Jones is walking across the campus. This sequence has medium pan and moderate complex motion
in high-detail scene.
(5)"Flower garden(c32)", a segment of rose garden show, which has slow pan and uncovered area
in high-detail scene.
(6)"Zoom to Window(c21)", a segment of video from a test tape, which has slow to medium zoom
with new area in medium detail scene.
(7)"Basketball game(c52)", a segment of NBC basketball game, which has slow to medium pan
and complex uncovered area in very high detail scene.
Video sequences 1-3 are categorized as simple; video sequences 4-5 are moderately complex;
video sequence 6 is complex; and sequence 7 is extremely complex.
Several trials of simulation were carried out to evaluate the overall performance of the statistical
multiplexing algorithm. For every simulation trial, a mix of 5-6 video sequences were selected
from the above seven samples to form a particular set of sample video sequences. The set of
sample video sequences was first compressed using the statistical multiplexing algorithm. Then,
each compressed MPEG-2 video stream was decompressed and compared with its original to
calculate the Mean Square Error. Similarly, the same set of video sequences was compressed
using the reference system - equal bandwidth allocation, and the Mean Square Error was also
computed for every compressed video sequence. The actual bandwidth allocations and the
distortions of different multiplexing algorithms were tabulated together to compare the
performance of the statistical multiplexing algorithms.
6.3 Simulation Results
A statistical multiplexing algorithm is designed to achieve the following three goals: (1) reducing
the average distortion (improving the average picture quality) of a set of channels given a fixed
bandwidth; (2) increasing the number of channels without increasing the average distortion given a
fixed bandwidth; (3) decreasing the total bandwidth required to compress the same set of video
sequences without increasing its average distortion.
Four simulation trials were designed to verify if the proposed statistical multiplexing algorithms
were able to achieve the three goals. Every trial repeatedly compressed several different sample
video sequence together using the equal bandwidth allocation algorithm, the Eq_Mquant statistical
multiplexing algorithm, and the Eq_Distortion statistical multiplexing algorithm. The actual
bandwidth allocations of all trials as the results of the three different algorithms were recorded and
tabulated in table 6.1, 6.3, and 6.5 for comparison; similarly, the actual average distortions were
also recorded in table 6.2, 6.4, and 6.6. Every table is arranged in the following similar fashion.
From left to right, the video sequences are arranged in the order of increasing in scene complexity.
The first row is the result of the equal bandwidth allocation algorithm that partitions the total
bandwidth among the sample video sequences evenly. The second and the third rows are the results
of the EqMquant and Eq_Distortion statistical multiplexing algorithms respectively. The details
of the four trials are described in the following four subsections.
6.3.1 Trial One: 5 channels with total bandwidth of 20 Mbits/sec
In the first trial, five different sample video sequences were compressed together repeatedly at the
total bandwidth of 20mbits/sec. The goal of this simulation trial was to determine if the statistical
multiplexing algorithms were able to equalize the distortion among video sequences of very
different scene complexities and reduce their overall distortion. The five sample video sequences
are: "running (sl)", "walking (s3)", "flower garden (s5)", "zoom to a window (s6)", and
"basketball game (s7)". S 1 and s3 are simple video sequences; s5 and s6 are moderate ones; and s7
is an very challenging sample sequence.
Table 6. 1: Actual bandwidth allocations [Mbits/sec]
cOl(sl) c02(s2) c32(s5) c21(s6) c52(s7) average
No Mux 7.44 7.36 37.19 84.07 120.1 51.23
EqMqaunt 22.21 17.02 46.76 65.76 49.90 40.33
Eq_Distortion 32.56 28.9 44.84 55.18 52.05 42.70
Table 6.2: Actual distortions [MSE]
Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 compare the actual bandwidth allocation and the actual average distortion
of every encoded video sequence using different bandwidth allocation algorithms respectively.
When bandwidth is evenly partitioned among the different video sequences, the simpler video
sequences always have less distortion (better quality) than the more complex ones. The differences
in video quality are sometimes dramatic. For example, the average MSE of the simplest video
sequence - "running" - is 17 times less than the average MSE of the most complex video sequence -
"basketball". The significant difference in video quality does not only violate the fairness criterion
but also indicates the inefficiency of the equal bandwidth allocation.
After applying statistical multiplexing algorithms, simpler channels always get less bandwidth than
the more complex ones. For example, the simplest video sequence - "running" gets 5 times less
bandwidth than the most complex video sequence - "basketball". As the result of the statistical
multiplexing algorithms, the distortions of all sample video sequences are much better equalized.
For example, the average MSE of "basketball" is just about 2 time larger than the average MSE
of "running" when the Eq_Mquant algorithm is used, and is just about 1.5 times larger when the
Eq_Distortion algorithm is used, as suppose to 17 times larger when the equal bandwidth
allocation is used. The dramatic improvement in picture quality equalization does not only confirm
the fairness criterion but also reduces the overall average distortion when the set of sample
sequences are compressed using the same total bandwidth. In this particular trail, the statistical
multiplexing algorithms reduce the overall average distortion caused by the inefficiency of equal
bandwidth allocation by about 20%.
6.3.2 Trial Two: 5 channels with total bandwidth of 25 Mbits/sec
The second trial is very similar to the first one, except that the same set of video sequences were
compressed together using the three algorithms at the total bandwidth of 25Mbits/sec instead of
20Mbits/sec. The goal of this simulation trial was to determine if the statistical algorithms were
able to equalize the distortion among different videos and reduce their overall average distortion at
higher rates.
cOl(sl) c02(s3) c32(s5) c21(s6) c52(s7) total
No Mux 5.07 5.09 5.15 5.12 5.16 25.59
Eq_Mquant 1.77 2.18 4.5 6.74 9.85 25.04
Eq_Distortion 1.25 1.5 4.65 7.76 9.79 24.95
Table 6.3: Actual bandwidth allocation [Mbits/sec]
cOl(sl) c02(s3) c32(s5) c21(s6) c52(s7) average
No Mux 6.48 6.22 27.59 65.46 102.6 41.67
Eq_Mqaunt 17.77 13.52 34.56 4.93 35.41 29.24
Eq_Distortion 32.56 28.9 31.62 37 35.88 33.19
Table 6.4: Actual distortions [MSE]
Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 compare the actual bandwidth allocation and the actual average distortion
of every encoded video sequence using different bandwidth allocation algorithms respectively.
Comparing the first row of Table 6.4 to the first row of Table 6.2, the average distortion of every
sample video sequence is lower in trial two than in trial one, due to increasing bandwidth.
However, if bandwidth is evenly partitioned among the different video sequences, large differences
in average distortion still exist among different compressed video sequences.
As a result of the statistical multiplexing algorithms, which assign much less bandwidth for simpler
channels, the average distortions of the sample video sequences are much better equalized. The
dramatic improvement in picture quality equalization confirms the fairness criterion and also
reduces the overall average distortion by about 25% in this particular trail.
Furthermore, since the overall average MSE of the sample video sequences encoded using the equal
bandwidth allocation algorithm at the total rate of 25Mbits/sec (row 1 of Table 6.4) is almost the
same as the average MSE of the same video sequences encoded using statistical multiplexing
algorithms at the total rate of 20Mbits/sec (row 2, 3 of Table 6.2), the statistical multiplexing
algorithms achieve the same overall average picture quality for the same set of video sequences by
just using 80% of the total bandwidth as compared to the equal bandwidth allocation. In other
words, 20% of bandwidth is saved due to statistical multiplexing in this particular case. In
addition, there is significant improvement in the quality of the fast moving sequence.
6.3.3 Trial Three: broadcast more channels with the same bandwidth
In the third trial, five different sample video sequences were first compressed using the equal
bandwidth allocation algorithm at the total rate of 30Mbits/sec. Then, these five video sequences
plus an extra one were compressed together using the Eq_Mquant and the Eq_Distortion statistical
multiplexing algorithms. The goal of this simulation trial was to verify if the statistical algorithms
were able to compress more channels using the same total bandwidth without decreasing the overall
picture quality. The five sample video sequences compressed by the equal bandwidth algorithm are:
"running (sl)", "Indiana Jonesl (s2)", "flower garden (s5)", "zoom to a window (s6)", and
"basketball game (s7)". The extra added video sequence is "walking (s3)". S1, s2 and s3 are
simple video sequences; s5 and s6 are moderate ones; and s7 is an extremely challenge sample
sequence.
cOl(sl) c22(s2) c02(s3) c32(s5) c21(s6) c52(s7) total
No Mux 6.05 5.97 6 5.97 5.88 29.87
Eq_Mqaunt 1.91 2.14 2.35 5.04 7.65 10.99 30.08
Eq_Distortion 1.25 1.32 1.52 5.47 9.33 11.06 29.95
Table 6.5: Actual bandwidth allocation [Mbits/sec]
c0l(sl) c22(s2) c02(s3) c32(s5) c21(s6) c52(s7) total
No Mux 5.74 5.78 23.19 55.05 87.79 35.51
Eq_Mqaunt 15.93 14.35 12.07 29.83 40.11 30.12 23.73
Eq_Distortion 32.55 29.88 27.63 25.77 29.60 29.63 29.13
Table 6.6: Actual distortions [MSE]
Table 6.5 and Table 6.6 compare the actual bandwidth allocation and the actual average distortion
of every encoded video sequence using different bandwidth allocation algorithms respectively.
Comparing the first row of Table 6.6 to the first rows of Table 6.4 and Table 6.2, the average
distortion of every sample video sequence is lower in trial three than in trial one and two, due to
increasing bandwidth. However, if bandwidths are evenly partitioned among the different video
sequences, there still exist large differences in average distortion among the different video
sequences.
As the results of the statistical multiplexing algorithms, which allocate much less bandwidth for
simpler video sequences, the average distortion of every sample video sequence is much better
equalized. The dramatic improvement in picture quality equalization reduces the overall average
distortion by 14%, even when one more video sequence is added to the original set of sample
sequences but compressed at the same total rate.
6.3.4 Trial Four: broadcast the same channels with less total bandwidth
In the fourth trial, six different sample video sequences were first compressed together using the
Eq-bandwidth allocation algorithm at the total rate of 36Mbits/sec. The same set of video
sequences was again compressed using the Eq_Mquant and the Eq_Distortion statistical
multiplexing algorithms at the total rate of 30Mbits/sec. The goal of this simulation trial was to
verify if the statistical multiplexing algorithms were able to compress the same video sequences
using less total bandwidth without decreasing the average picture quality. The six sample video
sequences are: "running (s )", "Indiana Jones (s2)", "Indians Jones2 (s4)", "Flower garden(c32)",
"zoom to a window (s6)", and "basketball game (s7)". S 1 and s2 are simple video sequences; s4,
s5, and s6 are moderate ones; and s7 is an extremely challenging sample sequence.
c02(sl) c(s2) c03(s4) c32(s5) c21(s6) c52(s7) total
No Mux 6.06 5.97 6.01 6 5.97 5.88 35.98
Eq_Mqaunt 2.25 2.04 3.64 4.7 7.08 10.29 30
Eq_Distortion 1.51 1.3 2.66 5.2 8.65 10.61 29.93
Table 6.7: Actual bandwidth allocation [Mbits/sec]
c0l(sl) c22(s2) c03(s4) c32(s5) c21(s6) c52(s7) average
No Mux 5.6 5.78 11.15 23.19 55.05 87.79 31.43
EqMqaunt 12.87 15.24 17.44 32.19 43.76 32.81 25.72
Eq_Distortion 19.42 23.29 22.32 25.04 19.46 24.05 22.32
Table 6.8: Actual distortions [MSE]
Table 6.7 and Table 6.8 compare the actual bandwidth allocations and the actual average distortions
of every encoded video sequence using different bandwidth allocation algorithms respectively.
Comparing the first row of Table 6.8 to the first rows of Table 6.6, Table 6.4 and Table 6.2, the
average distortion of every sample video sequence is lower in trial four than in trail one, two and
three, due to increasing bandwidth. However, if the bandwidths are evenly partitioned among the
different video sequences, there still exist large differences in average distortion among the different
video sequences.
After applying statistical multiplexing algorithms, simpler channels always get less bandwidth than
the more complex ones. As the result of the statistical multiplexing algorithms, the distortions of all
channels are much better equalized. The dramatic improvement in picture quality equalization
reduces the overall average distortion by 14%, even though 16% less total rate is used to compress
the same set of video sequences.
In summary, trial 1 and 2 show that statistical multiplexing algorithms can reduce the average
distortion (improve the average picture quality) of the same set of channels by 20% given a fixed
bandwidth. Trial 3 shows that statistical multiplexing algorithms can compress one more channel
given a fixed bandwidth while still achieving 14% less overall distortion. Trail 4 shows that the
statistical multiplexing algorithms can decrease the total bandwidth required to compress the same
set of video sequences by 16% but still decreasing its overall distortion by 14%. Furthermore, the
simulation results also show that statistical multiplexing algorithms are able to accurately control
the average total video rate with less than 0.5% of error from the target total video rate. These four
simulation trials confirm that the proposed analytical statistical multiplexing algorithms are able to
achieve all of the three goals stated at the beginning of this section with outstanding performance.
7. Conclusion
This thesis develops two novel approaches - an empirical approach and an analytical approach -
for statistical multiplexing, which adaptively allocates lower bit rates for simple and slow video
sequences and higher bit rates for complex and fast ones, in order to maximize the overall picture
quality across all channels while satisfying the bandwidth constraint.
The empirical approach is a combination of empirical rate-distortion prediction algorithms and
equal distortion bandwidth allocation algorithms. Based on this approach, the video rate of every
channel is adjusted at every gop boundary according to the predicted empirical rate-distortion
functions of the next gop, so that the expected distortions of all channels are equalized and the total
bit rate is under the budget. The empirical approach leads to an empirical Eq-Quantization
algorithm and an empirical Eq-Quality algorithm, which are implemented on the current Comsat
digital video systems and evaluated in real time. The primary evaluation results show that the
empirical Eq-Quantization algorithm reduces the overall average quantization level of a news
sequence and a basketball sequence by 20% as compare to the reference equal bandwidth
allocation using the same total bandwidth of 5mbits/sec; and the empirical Eq-Quality algorithm
significantly improves the overall picture quality of the same two video sequences compressed
using the same total bandwidth.
The analytical approach is a combination of an accurate rate-distortion model derived from the
information theory, an error feedback rate-control algorithm, and equal distortion bandwidth
allocation algorithms. Based on this approach, the quantization scale factors of all channels are
adjusted for every frame according to the estimated rate-distortion functions and the bit budget that
is available for the current frames; so that the expected distortions of all input channels are
equalized and the expected total bits used to encoder the current frames are under the budget. The
analytical approach leads to an analytical Eq-Distortion algorithm and an analytical Eq-Mquant
algorithm. Extensive software simulations show that as compared to the reference equal bandwidth
allocation, the analytical statistical multiplexing algorithms can either reduce the average distortion
(improve the average picture quality) of all channels by 20%, if 5 channels are compressed with
total bandwidth of 25mbits/sec; or decrease the total bandwidth required to compress the same set
of video sequences by 16% but still decreasing its average distortion by 14% if 6 channels are
compressed using total video rate of 30mbits/sec. Therefore, the analytical algorithms achieve the
goals of statistical multiplexing with outstanding performance.
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